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Declined
fourth congressional disking, has left by train for Lubee,
the
carried
Reserve.
Forest
X committee ob arrangements of
for
Heading
cuss measures to prevent Its
er the convention representative and
convention
marof
the
narrow
The
instructions
where he will receive the body which
the
toward
by
this
in
city
X
is
trict
The fire today
X the De Vargas pageant desires
sweeping
Joss. A special meeting of the
withdrew from the
the delegation
the national forest reserve. Assistance are that he New Mexico delegation is to be conveyed by train from HamX to meet all the chairmen of the JS hall. State Chairman Coiner said the gin of 150 votes, making possible a
Chamber of Commerce is also
from the forest rangers is expected vote for Champ Clark as long as he burg.
X other committees and every JS Roosevelt men had agreed to an arm- contest over the two delegates from
called. The De Vargas commit- Minute guns have been fired from
for the
to check the flames. A light rain fell U before the convention. The convenmeet
will
X chairman should make an ef- - X istice until 1 o'clock this afternoon this district. The figures
tees
immediately
'
to
decisive
a
vote,
tion
declined,
were:
a
rain
by
Taft
9,645;
but
fourth
district
X
drenching
after the mass meeting.
X fort to be present
during the night
(Continued on Page Five)
reorganize the state committee.
is needed to put out the fires.
Roosevelt, 9,491; Lafollette, 3.2C1.
(Continued on Page Five.)

The state board of pharmacy is in
session at the Masonic temple. The
examination of six applicants was
completed last evening and the results
will be announced soon. This morning the board will take up the matter
of drug legislation especially that pro
posed for the better regulation of the
sale of poisons. Sessions will be held
today and tomorrow.
Normal School.
A meeting of the trustees of
the
Normal School will
be held on Thursday or Friday of this
week, to arrange for the closing of
the session and other business mat- teis. The meeting has been delayed
owing to the board not being full
since the resignation of Senator Hartt
in conformity with the constitution
which does not permit a member of
the legislature to be a trustee.
State Bar Association.
The state bar association held a
meeting last evening in the senate
chamber at the capitol, President J. M.
Hervey, presiding, Secretary Miss Nel- lie Brewer present. The House and
Senate judiciary committees met with
the association and a partial report
was made on bills now before the legislature or proposed dealing with the
civil and criminal codes of procedure
and an act relating to liens and mort-jthThe association committees
making investigation will report in
full this evening.
The association
will also fix the time and place for
holding of a summer session.
Incorporation of Savings Bank.
First State Savings Bank of e
buquerque yesterday filed papers of
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

" Soltaire " floods.

IN
WITH

Always the Leader

DEER!

G
Southern

Corner Plaza,

CASH

PURCHASES.

ALL

C

Santa Fe. Telephone No.
WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFaLFA SEED.

The only 'exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

COAS

a

Dawson,

Yankee,

' Oakdale.
SAWED WOOD

"Tedar,

333 HICKOX STREET,

Weakened

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

THE REAL GUIDiZ.
You may bring to your office and put
in a frame
A motto as fine ar its paint,
But if you're a crook when you're playing the game
That motto won't make you a saint;
You can stick up the placards all ever
the hall.
Rut here is the word I announce,
It isn't the motto that hangs on the
wall,
But tho motto you live that counts!
If the motto says "Sin'le" and
carry a frown,
"Do it now" and you linger
wait,
If the motto says "Help" and
trample men down.
If the motto says "Love" and

you
and
you
you

hate,
You won't get away with the mottoes
you stall,

For Truth will come forth with

a

bounce;
It isn't the motto that hangs on the
wall,
But the motto ou live that counts!
Selected.

I

AROiOjiiETATEJ

Mora People Married at Las Vegas.
Miss Minnie Roberts and P. L. Stein-feldboth of Mora, were married at
the home of Mrs. Theresa Brash at
Las Vegas.

t,

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

9

Parts

JClTV

of The World

MOflPV and ,nconvenl,nc

1HU11WJ

bJ Purchasing Weils

Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Bi

U.

tSS

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

ji

j jt

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY

S

J. R. CREATH,

310 San

Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
faos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good coverea hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
Vrencfc Noodle Order fOc a disn,
furnished commere al men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 50c the
surrounding to'kns. Wire B'.nbudo
Station

Rooms With Bath,

THE

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALU!

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

marriage license was issued

ANOTHER

NEW

1st, 1912.

STREET

PLAN

Buena Vista Avenue May
Extended all the Way
to Sunmount.

Be

The city council met at
o'clock
last evening at the county court house
with all members present to consider
routine business. After a short session the council adjourned.
Reports
from the city marshal, city treasurer
Si

and city clerk were read and approved.
The financial report of May 1, showed
that the city had a total of $3,934.04
in cash on hand. The disbursements
amounted to $7,040.91 and receipts to
$1,735.32. The final report of Nicolas
Sena, former city marshal, showed a
total collection of $741.38 for saving
and fines for the period front April 1
to 15. The report of City Marshal Rafael Gomez carried collections of $105
hi fines. The city clerk's report showed a warrant issued for $S and $11 collected for licenses issued.
The board of directors for the Scottish Rite Cathedral, under construction at the corner of federal place and
Washington avenue, asked permission
o: the council to change the location
of the street line and the acequia near
it and to cover the latter with a ce- j ment box.
The matter was referred to
the street and bridge committee with
power to act.
The city attorney was ordered to
draft an ordinance which, when adopted, would stop the selling of all liquor
in clubs of the city without linces.
A motion was carried looking to the
gathering of information as to cost,
time of construction, etc., of two
bridges over the Acequia Madre on
Cerrillos road and on Galisteo street.
The proposed bridges will be of cement and will replace the wooden
structures now in use.
Mayor Celso Lopez reported a proposal to open Buena Vista street from
The
College avenue to Sunmount.
matter was referred to the street and
bridge committee requesting a report
at the next meeting.
A warrant for $100 was approved
and ordered paid to the foresters who
have just completed the trimming of
trees on property owned by the city.

WORK OF THE ELKS
FOR SANTA FE.
Two Sudden Deaths-AndreAnderson died suddenly at
Georgetown, Colorado, and within less Theater and Club House Worthy of
Car- than twenty-fou- r
hours his
Capital and Noble Order
a
nival This Month.
August Johnson, expired during
coughing spell.
There are symbols and symbols of
Scarlet Fever at Denver.
civic improvement all over the state
Two additional deaths, making eight of New Mexico, none of which, howin all, ana two additional cases of scar- ever, show the
grand spirit of a great
let fever as a result of infected milk
made with the full spirit of
sacrifice,
were reported to the health depart- cheerfulness and absolute unselfishment at Denver.
ness toward an elevating influence
than the erection of our local place of
Game on the Upper Pecos.
amusement, generally known as the
Groups of deer are met on the Pe Elks' Theatre.
Every Santa Fean
cos reserve every day now that the
must ardently cherish the ethical
closed season is on and no shooting is
idealism of man or order which propermitted. Turkey and grouse are also duces
something for the good of the
seen frequently, indicating that game
is increasing steadily. On the Valley people generally.
By erecting the local play house the
Ranch a flock of quail has made its
Santa Fe Lodge of Elks sacrificed
home.
their right to the personal pleasure of
having a home, and instead each memCrusade Against Lid Clubs.
Mrs. Harold F. McCormick of Chi ber of the local lodge of Elks put for
cago, daughter of John D. Rockefeller, ward every spark of their energy and
and an active club woman in the presented to the citizens what must
Windy City, has become identified always be regarded as one of the first
with a crusade against the sale of liq- civic improvements that indicated to
uor in the exclusive clubs in that city. the visitor Santa Fe's awakening from
The fight is to be carried into the a lethargy of several hundred years.
most select of all the clubs in Chicago,
Every citizen of Santa Fe must feel
the Saddle and Cycle, of which Mrs. that the Elks' Theatre, as it stands toMcCormick is a member.
day, is undeniably a monument to the
spirit of unselfishness, and a sacrifice
to the pleasure and amusement of the
Many Saloonmen In Trouble.
The May term of the district court public, since, perhaps, the public is un
at Trinidad, Colo., shows a total of aware of the fact that the only assistcivil cases and seventy-tweighty-siance which the local lodge ever recriminal cases on the docket. Many ceived from any outside source is apof the latter involve saloonmen for alproximately the sum of $3,000, an
leged violation of Sunday closing and amount hardly sufficient to pay the incases
are terest and wear and tear for one
gambling laws. Four murder
year
set for trial, among them being that on
the amount of the obligation asof Dr. James Raizon, charged with
sumed.
performing an illegal operation which
It is certain that had not the local
resulted in the death of Mrs. Kathleen
of Elks made the sacrifice and
lodge
1.
Grogan, April
assumed the obligation of doing something for the Ancient City which
Fatal Stabbing in a Saloon.
Dulces Nombres Garcia is at the El would afford a higher class of amusePaso county hospital in a critical con- ment than that secured heretofore,
dition with two stab wounds in his Santa Feans today would be compelled
back. Jose Baca is held in the city to find what little pleasure and enjoy"Adobe
jail on a charge of assault to murder ment they might in the
in connection with the case. The af- Grand."
"The public first, and the members
fray occurred in a saloon and was
a free for all fight during which Gar- of the lodge of Elks afterwards," is
cia was stabbed. Later he was re- the spirit exemplified by the latters'
moved to the city police station, his past deeds, and having pleased the
wounds dressed there, and then he public first, it is the public's time, and
in fact their duty, now to
was taken to the county hospital.
with every member of Elkdom, make
Booze Brought Disaster.
Tom Bailey, a farmer of Chickasha, some sacrifice, and thereby assure an
Okla., was, it is said, under the in- unselfish benefactor that the people
fluence of liquor and wandered down are ever grateful.
No better opportunity is afforded the
to the railway yards, and was run
the business man, and
over by a train, breaking both limbs private citi-ebelow the knee. He had checked his the public generally to display the
grip to Vaughn and was expecting to spirit of modern energy necessary to
go there to work on the rock crusher. establish to the visitor and alien citiHis limbs were set and dressed at zen that Santa Fe has the right
Tucumcari Hospital and he was sent spirit, the live spirit, the real spirit,
to Chickasha, his brother being wired and the spirit of the present day
will firmly establish Greater
f meet him. He stated that no fault which
was attached to the Compan, so it Is Santa Fe's reputation throughout the
said, as it was his own fault. He is 6tate and nation by doing everything
within their power to assure the suc37 years of age. Tucumcari News.
cess of the carnival to be given by the
best people on earth at the Armory
NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given to all owners on May 29, 30, 31, and Jjne 1 next.
The proceeds to be derived from the
of dogs that the dog tax for 1912 Is
now due. All dogs running at large carnival and fair Is to go toward furwithout a tag will be impounded.
nishing the "Home," which must also
be regarded by the citizens as an adRAFAEL. GOMEZ.
City Marshal. ditional improvement, adding to the'
x

CURE

A

For forty years you've known

BILIOUS HEADACHE

City Attorney Directed to
Draft Ordinance to Cover
Situation

Sena, aged 25, of Sapello.

TO

All

Marriage License.

at
Las Vegas to Filomena Gurule, aged
19, of Las Manuelitas,
and Cesario
A

CASCARETS

PAYJICENSES

weakened by the shock and loss of
blood in surgical
operations and
those who are weak from any cause.
Mr. W Smith of Toronto, Canada,
says: "My wife having been in two
hospitals and undergoing two operations, in twelve months, I was recent
ly persuaded by a neighbor to give her
Vinol. I am more than thankful to
say she obtained immediate relief in
general, as previous to using Vinol
she could not sleep at night or create
an appetite in any possible manner,
being continually in great pain.''
If you are weak and rundown, have
no appetite and cannot sleep, Vinol
is just what you need and we guarantee it to do all we claim. You get
your money back if it does not. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.

the

Quality and Large Variety of

i

CLUBS
By Two Operations Recovers Strength With Vinol.
Here is another case where the return of health is due to Vinol, which
has done so much good in restoring
strength to people who have been

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1912.

Gently but thoroughly cleanse your
Liver, Stomach and Bowels
You feel great by Morning.
You're billions, you have a throbbing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and ill tempered. Yoar system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside.
Don't continue being a bilious nuisance to yourself and those who love
you, and don't resort to harsh physics
that irritate and injure. Remember
that every disorder of the stomach,
liver and intestines can be quickly
cured by morning with gentle, thorough Cascarets thy work while you
box from your drugsleep. A
gist will keep you and the entire famChilily feeling good for months.
dren love to take Cascarets, because
they taste good and never gripe or
sicken.
beauty, wealth, and attraction of Santa Fe.
NO SHORTAGE

IN

FOREIGN WHEAT CROP.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, May 15. The Department of Agriculture summary of the
foreign wheat situation, issued today,
says :
"Taking into account the wheat
crop already secured in the southern
hemisphere and that for the most
part secured in India, in connection
with the outlook for winter and spring
wheat, together in Europe and in Canada, there does not seem to be any
reason for apprehending a shortage
in the foreign wheat supply for the
coming harvest year."

the name

Coldwell Lav?! Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field. ' '
Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their life isn't spent in a repair shop. They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee is back of every machine. A guarantee to give satisfaction
Cold wells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the

ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
SM
adjustable the sliding ratchets are k
jwttS
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you V!vSl7ji !hJW
a Coldwell.
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Hardware Co.

Wood-Dayi- s

ffim$f(t

If It's Hardware, We Have It.

ffi

WITH BATH
AT $1.50 PER DAY.
For months, there has been a great
demand for a room with bath in Denver hotels at the rate of $1.50 and
$2.00 per day. The Albany Hotel Co.,
at a very large expense, entailing six
months labor, have thrown open to
the public
3S Rooms with Private Toilet and
$1.50
Lavatory
42 Rooms with Bath
1.50
4," Rooms with Bath
2.00
When you are in Denver, we would
be very glad to show you one of these
rooms and we know that you will be
pleased with it. The fact is, since
May 1st, one can secure a room with
bath at The Albany Hotel at a price
formerly charged for rooms without
bath.
A ROOM

h? Your Backache

Skipping the Bad Places.

and Rheumatism
WITH

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Backache drags on your vitality. Saps
your strength. Weakens your endurance.
Hampers you in your work.
Besides that, it means something wrong with your
kidneys; a weakness, an
inflammation, a breaking
down, may be, of the kidney
tissues. Foley Kidney PilU
is the true answer. They
will help you QUICKLY,
strengthen and heal your
kidneys, regulate the action
of your bladder, and drive
Backache
and Rheumatism.
out
They
will make a strong, well man of you.
No habit forming drugs. Try them.
For sale by ell druggists.

J. F. RHOADS

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

Delivered to your house.

Screen Doors.
SHOW CASES.

104Galesteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

:

:

Patronize home industry.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

Leave orders

at

WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

Special Furniture, Lawn
::

THE

YOU CAN OET

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Manufacturer of

Screen Windows,

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

WOOD WORKER

Swings and Seats,

:

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

FE, N. M

o

n,

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.

ff
II

NEW MLXIUaU FEINTING
Local Agents for

Y

and DesJl combined.

CO.

Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

JULIUS MURALTER

iI
m

The Tailor

IH

A

Desk Uatt with few or
many Book Unite as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy convenient attrao

its advantages and possi- bilifcUs
C; il, write ot phone

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

JmJSot Jy
'
WTOPMgSpjjjgv
IffiaWflSSL,!' "j"fi

PffiSfi.sluSIEM

II

8

If

SjSB
"""2

II

jLSjggSl

ljffiB

or

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 22).

floods Called for and Delivered.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shafting; one 12 horse power and one 1'i
horse power Leffel Engine, drst cla
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass -J upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a f0 gallon gso-lin-e
tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
adif taken at once. If teite'vste-.dress the New Mericiu Printing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

General Conference,

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have oh hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or-

Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May I, 8, 15 and 22.

l

ders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

Episcopal Church

Minneapolis, Minn.
MAY

lst-31- st

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE,

NM.

$52.45
Return Limit, June
B.S.LITZ, Aft.,

15, 1912.

SANTA FE.N.M.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1912.

clause, section 30, was added to
disavow specifically any intent to validate or to make possible the validation of those warrants, the fear of
which left its t rail, in the Constitution.
Corporation Commission Bill
After the bond bill was disposed of,
there was a lively but brief tilt over
the Corporation Commission bill, a
tilt which seemed to emphasize the
fact that the House is no longer as
coherent a mass as it was at the
of the session and that there
is trouble brewing for any one who
wants to handle it, as if its 49 memlabeled and
bers could be
delivered in one chunk. As a result,
the Corporation Commission bill was
and. the Ways and
recommitted,
Means Committee had rather a difficult time of it last evening to explain
to Representative Chaves why he had
been thrown down a second time, as
he had been on the Roswell Military
Institute act, for it was Chaves who
had in both instances been entrusted
with the floor leadership on both
measures, which had been approved
by the ways and means committee and
then, in some inexplicable manner had
been ditched for the time being. Chaves, who is one of the most energetic
members is chairand influential
He
man of the finance committee.
.
will hardly stand for a third
a

sE

ES

BACAJOi

BILL

It Provides for Refunding of
Territorial and County
Debts by State
HELD

ACT

UP

hog-tie-

Bad Luck Attends Meaeure to
Provide Funds For
Commissioners.

It was a strenuous session that the
House held yesterday afternoon and it
resulted in passing the most Important piece of legislation thus far, the
bill for the refunding of the indebtedness of the state and the counties
including the railroad bond indebtedness of Santa Fe and Grant counties,
as provided for in the Enabling Act
and the Constitution.
The measure
was put through the Committee of the
Whole with the opposition only of
C'hrisman and House, and was passed
under suspension of the rules with
Smith, too, demonstrated that he
At one was still clear off the reservation and
only House in opposition.
time it looked as if M. C. de Baca that it is unlikely that he will be led
would make trouble over the clause back into the corral. Tully. also, gave
evidences of emphatic and turbulent
taking care of the Santa
counties railroad aid bonds, but a independence that needed no diagram
slight amendment which merely re- to explain itself.' Even Floor Leader
pealed what was provided elsewhere, Llewellyn voted to recommit the corthat other counties are to be reim- poration commission bill and this
bursed for any advances made on ac- caused half a dozen wavering ones to
count of the debt, satisfied him. The change their vote to his view of the
greatest care was exercised to make case. The truth of the matter is, that
impossible the refunding of militia the corporation commission bill had
warrants, and to clinch the matter, been forced out of the ways and
throw-down-

means committee rather reluctantly.
House Calendar Jammed.

al of the governor.
House Tuesday Afternoon.
The following is an abstract of the
Today the number of bills on the proceedings of the House session
House calendar is thirty-two- ,
only one
afternoon, after tne .New MexiSenate bill being among them, an act can went to press, it being after 0
by Hinkle to fix the time for holding
before the House adjourned:
court in the fifth judicial district, it p. m.,New
Traveling Auditor's Bill.
2.
No.
Bill
has
Hinkle
Senate
being
House Bill No. 207.
been working hard to have the bill
Introduced by Mr. Roman L. Baca.
passed, the measure affecting only his
An Act ro I)roide for a Uniform
judicial district, being mere routine
legislation without any significance to System of Accounting, Auditing and
arouse opposition, and yet, it has been Reporting for all Public Officers
Ad-- !
under consideration since the begin- Throughout the State under the
to
of
the
State
ministration
Auditor;
s
of
session.
Thus also,
the
ning
bill for a bridge over the San Provide for the Appointment by the
Juan appears on the calendar. It was State Auditor of the Traveling Auditor
the first bill to be introduced in the and other Necessary Assistants to En-- I
House. Speaker Baca has five bills on force and Maintain such I'niform Sys-- '
and
today's calendar; Chairman Burg of tem, and to Fix their Salaries,
the ways and means committee, has Traveling and other Expenses,
Be it Enacted by the Legislature of
three bills on it; Llewellyn and Moreno jointly have two bills, so has Lle- Ube State of New Mexico:
Section 1. That the State Auditor
wellyn, chairman of the judiciary comto
mittee, and the judiciary committee is hereby authorized and directed
itself also has two bills on today's cal- prescribe and install a system of acendar. Gurnle and Mullens each counting and reporting which shall, be
offi-- :
have two, while one each is allotted to uniform for all state and county
the following members: Catron, Ev- cials and institutions, penal, reforma-- '
and
ans, Cordova, Campbell, Gage, Young, tory, educational or charitable,
true accounts of
Skidmore, Vargas, Carter, Sanchez, which shall exhibit
all funds collected, received and disLopez and Hilton.
bursed by all state and county officers,
Revolutionary Measures.
and shall show the receipt, use and
Two rather revolutionary measures disposition of all public property; the
are to be introduced today. One pro- income, if any, derived therefrom; the
vides for a legal adviser, other than receipts from all sources of public
re-- '
the attorney general, for the govern- income and the amounts due or
all
or, who is to be appointed by the gov- ceived from each source, and
ernor and is to receive $2,000 a year. vouchers and other documents, necesThe other bill makes the traveling sary to isolate and prove the validity
auditor and two assistant traveling of every transaction and claim.
Sec. 2. Separate accounts shall be
auditors, appointees of the state auditor, and places them under his jurisdic- jkept for every appropriation or fund,
tion. The first measure has the ap- showing the date and manner of each
the payment made out of the funds
proval of Governor McDonald,
by such appropriation or fund,
other, it may be imagined, is not like
of the person,
ly to receive his approval. The bond the name and address
to
bill passed by the House yesterday, is firm, corporation or association
said to have been assured the approv whom the same was paid, and for what
'

Chris-man'-

;

j
j

;

purpose and by what authority
was paid.
Sec. 3. The Sta'e Auditor shall re-- !
quire from every state and county
official and all slate and county insti-tutions, financial reports covering the'
full period of each year, in accordance
with forms and methods prescribed
by him. He may also require quarterly and monthly reports, and special
reports at any time; all of which re-- i
ports shall be uniform for the same:
class of a'ceonnts: and he may re-- i
quire any or all such reports to be
certified under oath. The State Au-- j
ditor shall publish in an annual vol
ume the substance of all such reports,
at the expense of the State as a pub-- '
lie document and submit the same toj
the Governor and to the Iyegisla-- i
ture.
Sec. i. It shall be the duty of every
state and county officer and employe
to keep all accounts in his office, and!
to make all reports according to the
methods and forms prescribed by the
State Auditor.
shall;
Sec. 5. The State Auditor
appoint some qualified person to tliej
office of Traveling Auditor, who must
he a qualified elector of the state, ;W
and have a thorough knowledge or
public accounting and be otherwise!
the technical
qualified to discharge
and executive duties of the office. He
shall receive an annual salary of,
hundred ($2,)0in dollars:
twenty-fou- r
and his actual and necessary travel-- j
incr pvircp while in the discharge
of his duties. He shall take and sub-- !
scribe to the oath of office required
of other officials and shall furnish a
good and sufficient bond in the sum
of ten thousand ($10,0n(l) dollars, executed bv a vesnonsible surety company
j
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Jitioned for the faithful and impartial
discharge of his official duties, which
bond and oath shall be fi'ed in the.
office of the Secretary of State. The.
Traveling Auditor shall in addition to
such duties as may be prescribed by
law perform such duties as may be
required of him by the State Auditor,;
who may remove him and appoint his,
successor at any time.
Sec. 6. The State Auditor is hereby authorized to appoint two assistant Traveling Auditors whose qualifications shall be the same as those
herein prescribed for the Traveling
Auditor, who shall each receive One
Hundred and Fifty (Sir.fl.nOI Dollars
per month, and their actual and necessary traveling expenses while in the
discharge of their duties, they shall
each furnish a bond in the sum of
Dollars,!
($3,000.00)
Thousand
Five
FROM THE EDITOR.
executed by a responsible surety com-- j
ts
Food
if
Grape-NuAsk some pompous person
and
He Forgot That He Had a Stomach.
pany, conditioned for the faithful
of their official
inmnrtial
discharge
of
is
there
of
denunciation.
hiss
food,
probably
Talking
Chances are you get a withering sneer and a
duties. They shall perform such duties
no professional man subjected to a
a tho state Auditor may require, i ne
greater, more wearing mental strain
Then sweetly play with the learned toad.
State Auditor is also authorized to
than the responsible editor of a modmnlnv one stenographer at a salary:
s.
of
the
material
ern
and
Grape-Nutbrain
of
newspaper.
analysis
the
Ask him to tell you
analysis
of One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars per
To keep his mental faculties conmonth.
stantly in good working order, the edithe
Auditor,
Roe 7. The State
his
tor
must
up
powers
keep
physical
" Don't know ?" Why I supposed you based your opinions on exact knowledge, instead
Traveling Auditor and the assistants
to the highest rate of efficiency. Nothherein provided for, shall have power
ing will so quickly upset the whole
of pushing out a conclusion like you would a sneeze."
tc examine the financial attairs oi
a
food
and
selected
as
system
badly
folit.
every state and county public omcei
and
friends
disordered stomach. It therefore
" Well, now your tire is punctured, let's sit down like good
repair
and officer and of every state and
lows that he should have right food,
rnnntv institution, and shall maKei
blend
cannot
and
these
can
but
be
which
and
water
albumin,
are
brain
assimilated,
readily
things
of
materials
The bulky
such examination once each year or
which furnishes true brain nourish" mineral salt."
State Auditor deems
if
a
as
defined
of
1. th
V"
UllTTIICI
as
Potash,
known
ment.
worker
little
Phosphate
without a
nn
everv such examina
,o-aruse
"My personal experience in the
of
bo made as to uie
total
5.33
shall
of
in
cent,
his
shows
tion
brain,
per
s
inquiry
a
analysis
Oe
of Grape-Nutand Postum," writes
authority, Ceohegan,
,
iD r,A nnnrnnvint ons receivea
"so
agrees
editor,
exactly
of
Philadelphia
combined
Acid
Potash
and
(Phosphate
being Phosphoric
mineral salts, over
n,i iiiehiirspd hv such office, whether
with your advertised claim as to their
nave
iho requirements of the laws
in
cent.
further
that
merits
2.9
any
exposition
Potash)
per
such other
and
with,
been
complied
to
seem
be
would
superthat direction
matters as the State Auditor may pre
fluous. They have benefited me so
Beaunis, another authority, shows Phosphoric Acid and Potash (Phosphate of Potash)
f.riiio
Tbe State Auditor, the I ravei
five
the
years
however,
much,
during
in
101.07.
of
a total
the total mineral salts, being 73.44 per cent
more than one-ha- lf
Auditor and assistants shall have
that I have used them, that I do not
m ndministpr nnths. to re
feel justified in withholding my testiof Grape-Nu- ts
officer or person to appear
any
quire
mony.
nnd to nroduce books and
toctifv
of
is
"General 'high living' with all that
winm 1
snrh
nt
examinations,
nmun
the expression implies as to a generexaminations
food.
such
nt
cwoarinefoiOQ
of
one-ha- lf
ous table, brought about indigestion, in
ahaii
nprinrv and shall be punished
my case, with restlessness at night,
"The
of
the
elements
on
the
constituent
W.
says:
an
body,
Dr. George
authority
Carey,
as such. A report of each examination
and lassitude in the morning, accomshall be made and filed in the office
t,
Potassium Phosphate
the inorganic
panied by various pains and distressgray matter of the brain is controlled entirely by
r,f tho State Auditor.
ing sensations during working hours.
with albumin and by the addition of oxygen creSec. 8. When a system of uniform
"The doctor diagnosed the condition
(Phosphate of Potash). This salt unites
is decided upon, the State
accounting
of
other
salts
is
and
trace
a
preof
Of
there
as
the
brain.
'catarrh
of
the
matter
stomach,'
course,
ates nerve fluid or the gray
the Traveling Auditor or
or
Auditor
did
which
scribed
various
medicines,
shall
install such system
nRaistants
and other organic matter in nerve fluid, but Potassium Phosphate is the chief factor and has
me no good. I finally 'threw physics
as to its
a inotinint
oil officials
u
IUOII
uv
al
to the dogs,' gave up tea and coffee and
the power within itself to attract, by its own law of affinity, all things needed to manufac.
migration.
heavy meat dishes, and adopted Grape-Nut- s
Sec. 9. The Traveling Auditor or
ture the elixir of life.
and Postum as the chief articles
nictonto annninred bv the State Au
of my diet.
riitnr shall,, under the direction and
"I can conscientiously say, and I
Further on he says: "The beginning and end of the matter is to supply the acking
nf the State Auditor, have
wish to say it with all the emphasis
in
and
it
fruits
nature
furnishes
as
molecular
in
all
form,
the
powers and perform the duties vegetables,
exactly
principle, and
possible to the English language, that
by Chapter 54 of the besprescribed
medicines
me
as
benefited
have
law
is
of cure."
they
the only
.
t iori'.
grain. To supply deficiencies this
" 'j i for the Traveling
MUU iijana
never did, and more than any other
the
compilation
to
Auditor
relating
table.
food that ever came on my
of
of
of tax rolls and abstracts and the
"My experience is that the Grape-Nut- s
listing and assessment of property for
food has steadied and strengthtaxation in the several counties.
ened both brain and nerves to a most
one-ha- lf
of
canSec 10. Anv person who shall re
I
does
Grape-Nu- ts
it
How
it,
positive degree.
nr n eglect to make reports or
fnsA
breakI
not say, but know that after
to
s
food one actuexhibits, or give information, or
fasting on Grape-Nutto produce books
or
or
testify,
a
let
has
he
stomach,
appear
little.
ally
a
forgets
brain
wears
away
Every day's use of
alone 'stomach trouble.' It is, in my
ci papers, or to adopt and use proper
hnnks forms or methods oi account
well
as
beneficial
the
most
opinion,
Suppose your kind of food does not contain Phosphate of Potash.
ino- when notified or required so to do
as the most economical food on the
V
hv the State Auditor. Traveling Au
market, and has absolutely no rival.''
How are you going to rebuild today the worn-ou- t
parts of yesterday
ditor or assistants as provided in this
Name given by Postum
Co., Battle
not nr who. shall otherwise violate any
brain-faMich.
result?
and
Creek,
nervous
shouldn't
And if you don't why
prostration
nf its nrovlsions shall be guilty of a
conviction
miaioniennor and upon
Remjniber, Mini dies nail wsrk well on a brain that is even partly broken down from lack of nourishment.
shall be punished by fine not less than
Fifty Dollars nor more than Hve
contains varying quantities of Brain food.
It is true that other food besides Grape-Nut- s
Hnnriroii nnllars or bv imprisonment
for not more than Ninety days or both
there is a certainty.
But in Grape-Nut- s
Plain wheat and barley do.
.mh fine and imnrisonnient.
son 11 For traveling and otnei
life
forces
And if
noocanrv exnenses incurred in carryinn- nut the provisions of this Act, tne
Ptate Auditor is allowed the sum of
" do things " in this world.
A healthy brain is important, if one would
Three Thousand ($3,000) Dollars, or
nfh nart thereof as may be neces
to be
That part which some folks believe links u
Ail of such exnenses
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at ihe best and least understood part of himself.
Homixpd and verified and properly ac
.
to the Infinite.
counted for. The salaries and other
..vnensea nrovided for in this Act
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which to act, and Nature has defined a way to mike a healthy brain and renew it day by day as it is
shall be paid out of the State Salary
Fund, upon warrant of the State au
used up from work of the previous day.
ditor.
Sec. 12. All acts and parts of acts
Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of food which supplies the things required.
re- , mnnirt herewith are hereby
npaled.
Sec. 13. That it is necessary for
the preservation of the public peace
and safety of the inhabitants oi me
State of New Mexico, that the provisions of this act shall become effec
tive at the earliest possible time, and
therefore an emergency is hereby declared to exist, and this Act shall lake
effect and be in full force and effect
from and after its passage.
Section 30, was added to the bill,
tn invalidate specifically any claim
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Brain is made Phosphate Potash as the principal Mineral
Salt, added to albumin and water.
contains that element as more than
all its mineral salts.
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FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The
beauty of outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
model shown.
1
Oxfords in Button Style or Lace,
Bright Black and dull finish leathers.

Beautiful New Tans.

Then

there are Suedes, Velvets and
Satins in Black and White, and in
FOOTWEAR
AND

THAT IS CLASSY

DIFFERENT.

many hand some colorings.
in dainty, new models.

Pumps

g

the elements demanded by Nature are eaten, the

OXFORDS AT
$2.50

$2.

have the needed material to

build from.

No

POSTUM CEREAL COMPANY, LIMITED, BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

(Continued on Page Four.)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily In the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
fanes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-Treasure-

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

r.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
and foreinexchange and makes telegraphic
, domestic
to all parts of the civilized world on as
"transfers
liberal, terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
.25
Daily, per week by carrier
WeeklY, six ironths
.
.75
,
Oaily, per month, by carrier.
eekly' rer year
Dally, per month, by mail....... .65
Weekly,
7.00
per quarter
mail
bv
Daily, per year,
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$3.5u
1.00
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200 the realization of. dreams and plans
THE SANTA FE TRAIL.
lice and o forbid the mounted police
50 that many had declared
to be im- O, ivho can picture Santa Fe,
;fiom taking'" part in politics. "One
practical in Santa Fe, just as many Or make her silent 'dobes say
captain at $2,00U a year, iwo sergeants
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
others today insist that certain perWhat scenes were theirs, what tears' at $1,500 a year; six privates at $1200;
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico! It Is sent to manent improvements that the New
three privates at $1020 and three pri- were shed,
every postofflce In the State, and has a large and growing circulation Mexican is advocating for the city,
What joy was known, what life was vates at $900 are provided foi
House Bill No. 207, by Speaker Baca
are impractical in this community.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
led,
to provide a uniform system of acWith greater interest in gardening,
By hardy pioneers now dead ?
there will come an awakening of civic
counting, auditing and reporting for
UNIONlWlLABCC
OFFICERS.
spirit in more than one direction, but Long ere the Mayflow'r Pilgrims land, a11 public officers throughout the state
if it meant only the growing of morn- Franciscan Fathers made a stand
"uu t"al:'us l"e traveling auanor ana
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
two assistants under the state auditor.
And hnilt tholr
at snto v0
ing glories over ugly fences, the cleanmuch to enable it to accomplish the
NEW MEXICO'S CUE.
A. HUGHES,
L.
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
House
No.
Bill
an
208,
back
Labadie,
of
by
To guide the native on the way
ing up
yards and the setting
act authorizing the commissioner of
New Mexico Is an agricultural state. purposes for which it was created.
out of more roses and lilacs, the effect
To see the truth and light of day.
The product of its farms exceeds in
It being thrust upon the world, would be wonderful
public lands to acquire by donation
and the effort
or lease, a suitable site for the locavalue the products of its coal and oth- therefore, in response to a strictly pop- - worth while.
O, Santa - e, dream on, dream on,
ON
tion of an experimental station in Torer mines, shops, factories, forests and ular demand, it il lbecomes the repre-- ;
Thy work is done they fame is won. rance
on
farm
The
be
ranges together. For that reason, the senta lives of the people in legislature
to
is
county.
The Democratic state convention at
In shifting sands the trail is lost,
40 acres of state lands, adjoining the
prosperity and growth of Xew Mexi- assembled to pare down the appropria-- j Clovis has demonstrated again that
Few, few may know just where it New Mexico Central railroad. The
co is on a more permanent basis than tion for the
nuin
the
Democratic
are
factions
more
commission,
especially,
crossed,
bill appropriates $3,000.
that of some other states which at view of the fact, that the
merous and farther apart than any
nppropria-And God alone can tell the cost.
present exceed it in population and tion is much more modest then it was factions within the Republican
House Bill No. 209, by Smith, to
party.
wealth.
amend Section 229S of the Compiled
believed a year ago it would or should The Republicans may be hampered by q God! I see tho fearless men
However, Santa Fe, has done noth- be. The work
Laws of 1S97, requiring locators of
cut out for the commiS- - a score or so ot
insurg- - Athirst for water, and again
ing to encourage the creation of an sion and
mining claims to sink a shaft at least
but the Democrats have on their
from
sooner
will
ents,
expected
it,
The
Red
so
Ma.g Ambusn) planned
b feet deep, and 6x4 feet.
agricultural back country which would or later necessitate the
employment hands an internecine struggle that
wej
sustain it in times of adversity as well
House Bill No. 210, by Llewellyn, to
on
of
will
the
war'
rate
much
as
well
as
better
Republicans
give
experts
making
The
as in days of prosperity. If all the
whoop and the savage yell, create' the office of legal adviser to
inNovember than
with 'none to mark where heroes the governor and fixing his salary at
money that has been raised by public special counsel, will entail much trav- vantage ground
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
el and many investigations, and will they had dared to hope for.
j
subscription and for all sorts of prop$2,000.
ositions to boom this city or to secure eventually make it the most important
House Bill No. 211, by Llewellyn, an
Methinks I see the storied trail
for it benefits that never panned out, part of the state government. In view HOUSE PASSES BACA BOND BILL. Still
act amending section 16, chapter 117
-sand
and
the
o'er
shale,
winding
had been employed systematically in of the fact, that the commission is now
Now up, now down, now left, now Acts of the 38th Legislative Assembly,
From
(Confined
the
foundation
Page
and
model
Three.)
laying
a
and
establishing
establishing
maintaining
relating to towns and villages.
right,
farm and encouraging those
who the precedents for future work and deHouse Bill 212, by Mr. Casados, an
Now dimmed by dust, now showing
"militia"
came here to look for farming oppor- cisions, it should be given all the arising under the
act concerning elections and to probright
warrants.
tunities but could not see them, Santa means necessary to inaugurate its
vide for the appointment of registraThen lost in shadows of the night.
The Committee approved the bill as
Fe would be today a city of 25,000 peo- work well. To hamper it by lack of
?
:
GENERAL AGENTS.
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
tion committees, judges of election,
means is to frustrate at once the very a whole, only House voting against They "builded better than they knew,"' etc.
ple instead of only 7,500.
it and Chrisman not voting. The com- - For in their wake an empire grew;
Commerce exchanges the wealth of good for which it was created.
House Bill No. 213, by Llewellyn and
mittee rose and reported to the House! That hardy race of pioneers,
nations, but it is not of itself wealth.
Moreno, to establish a state departwhich
the
was
Catron
adopted
report.
Manufactures combine wealth, they do
They led the trail through blood and ment of
to be under the
WESTWARD HO!
in the chair. Baca moved to suspend
not create it. Money is the represenv jurisdictionagriculture,
tears;
of the College of AgriculThe bill of Senator Page to build a the rules to take up the bill passage.
tative of value, it is not of itself value.
And left it safe for after years.
ture and Mechanic Arts.
and House voted
The principal producer of wealth is main branch of the Camino del Real Only Chrisman
The Valley Ranch, Valley Ranch, N.
AND
House Bill No. 14, by Young and
vot41
of
the
suspension
of
The
against
and
rules,
agriculture.
Mex.
growth
decay
westward from Albuquerque
to the
inof
the
the
Cooney,
duties
defining
nations has followed their advance or Arizona
should become law. ing aye.
spector of mines. The act was drafted
retreat in agriculture. Its develop- It would Boundary,
M. C. de Baca offered an amendment
FOR RELIEF OF DEMOCRACY.
once for all determine that
by Mine Inspector J. E. Sheridan, and
ment not only serves to feed the bodies
fo
Section
24,
that
there
providing
the Coast to Coast Road would for all
is a complete code carefully drafted.
Santa Fe, New Mexico." Now Under the Same Managemen
of men, it promotes their moral and
a
be
shall
to
refund
every county of
(Continued from page one.)
future time pass through New Mexico.
Houes Bill No. 215, by Sanchez, to
Intellectual growth. In the Nile Valsum collected from such county
any
Eventually, the Federal Government for
compel itinerant vendors to pay li- The
ley intensive cultivation was practiced will construct a
payment of interest or principal eti n
only GOOD HOTELS In the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
cense.
magnificent highway of the bonds of class
by the Egyptians while other peoples
refund
the
C,
Senate.
en
a route thus established. AriNo.
suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Bill
House
to
along
216, by Baca,
tc be made from the rental or sale in the absence of Lieutenant Gover- depended upon flocks and herds and zona
has already given assurance that of lands
amend Section 29, Chapter 97, Laws
harvests of wild grain. The Israel
for
the purpose.
granted
nor E c de Baca the chair was oc. of 1907, to
THOS. DORAN,
permit children in one Large Sample Rooms.
ites had to be taken down into Egypt it would continue the highway to the
on cupied by President Pro Tern E. A. school district
Burg, in explaining his vote
to attend school in
California
from
New
the
boundary
to learn agriculture. The learning of
final
maxito
the
passage, objected
Miera. Two petitions from Guadalu-mu- another school district.
Athens and the power of Rome rest- Mexico line so that it would make
rate of interest provided for in pe county, against the creation of
House Bill No. 217, by Gurule, by
ed upon the tillage of the acres of accessible to the transcontinental au- the bill. Mullens in
his Sumner countv, were
!
request, to amend Sections 4 and 5,
presented
Greece and Italy. While the Ameri- tomobile travel, the Titan of Chasms, vote, declared that the explaining
proper time to
New BjS
42, 1907.
Chapter
can Indian was roaming the forest, the Grand Canon, the most advertised have voted
against the provisions of! The following hills ,'v0 intmrf,,.
You have some one, dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
The Evans probate act, for which
and his women were cultivating a lit- scenic attraction in the world, and in this act, was when the Constitution'
Senate Bill No. 143, by Holt, to cre two successive substitutes have been
them by insuring and making them your
tle maize and gathering berries and cidentally also the Moqui country and was up for the approval or
disapproval
ALSO PROTECT VOURSKi.F !. Insure ajtaitist the time that beneficiary.
old ge is apt to overnuts, the developed
agriculture of the Cliff Dwellings of Walnut Canon of the people. They, by 18,000 ma- ate the state department of agricul- reported, and originally House Bill
take you. A
Policy will make you independent at thetime, toat oth- No. 58, applying only to seven counci n ie, juu wuuiu ue uepeuuciib. ucit us expiaiu uus policy to you.
houses and near Flagstaff, all scenic, ethnological jority approved of the Constitution ture.
Europe had produced
Senate Bill No. 144, by Holt, amend- - ties, conferring county court jurisdicGENERAL AGENTS
ships, factories and temples, paintings and archaeological wonders second on- and he therefore voted yes. The bill
SANTA FE, N. M.
HALL & HALL
tion on the probate judge if he is a
and sculpture.
me
oi
ly to those along El Camino Real in passed 43 to 1, House voting no. Speak- rapier
The farmer is a monarch whose rule New Mexico. It is one of the most er Baca thanked the members of the oSth leBislative assembly, relating to member of the bar. Clancy, Moreno.
within his realm none can dispute. No logical routes to the Pacific Coast, es- House for
opposed the
vehemently
in January and again two years district attorney. Rogers declared the
passing the measure and publlc improvements in incorporated Vargas,
more eloquent tribute to him was ever
towns and Plages. The act is to re measure, Vargas saying that Rio Arri- again
pecially in summer. McKinley coun- was loudly applauded.
that is, before the terms of any salaries paid district attorneys and
hence,
ba
delivered than that uttered by the
one
has
and
county
lieve Las Cruces, which issued $75,000
only
lawyer
ty has promised to pay one half of
Committee Reports.
'Chrisman fa- sheriffs under the territorial form of
probate
' in bonds
Rev. Samuel B. Bell of Oakland fifty the
ior a sewer system and street he is the district attorney now resid- vored thejudge expires.
expense for the 75 miles through
The Committee on Irrigation reportclass of men for government were notoriously exorbihighest
in
Fe.
Santa
years ago. He said:
ing
and
discovered
after
improvements,
its domain, while the remaining dis- ed
tant. The House went into commit68, by
against House Bill No.
"His tyranny is over barrenness. He tance would in
Catron made a noble legal argument probate Judgeships, but nevertheless tee of
part be built by Va- Gurule, providing for the control and wards that the bonds had been isthe whole with C. C. Catron in
favored
the
amendments.
Evans
spoke
on the constitutional points of the bill,
sued under an act repealed in 1909.
smites, and lo! the sterile earth groans lencia and in part by Bernalillo counin favor of the bill and Gage presented the chair to consider the bill section
of
management
community
acequias
but it is with abundance. He brings ties. As a matter of
The bill was passed under suspen- explaining its provisions fully and
fact, it will not and against House Bill No. 201, to
a petition from Roswell in favor of by section.
his enemies to the faggot and stake
be laying out a new road, for the old, appropriate $5,000 for the construction sion of the rules by 18 to 0. The meaS-lir- pointing out that it applies to only
A motion of BJanchard to make salflrtOt. tint atfnn
mn nint tin li'tiao In. seven counties, and even in those sev the measure! The amendment was
but they are the thorn, the thistle and historic
highway to Laguna and Fort of a drainage canal in Socorro county.
of district attorneys of the first
ary
as
well
as
amendanother
passed
attorer,
the brier. He overruns and subdues
counties, the qualification of
will be included and there It reported favorably House Bill No. C0.,nfrateQ under the laW8 of
Ilfeld introduced Senate Bill Xo. 143, neyship is not mandatory, but the ex- - ment by Catron making a verbal class $4,000, was lost 22 to 21. A mothe territories of his foes but they Wingate
is therefore no doubt of its feasibility. 1S3, by Speaker Baca for the protec- are the swamp, the fen and the
reJative to the collection of occupation tended jurisdiction is conferred only change in one of the clauses so that tion of Rogers to make it $3,500, was
carried. Amendments to make the
a""
taxes
He plows up the very
quagmire.
by towns under the commission on those probate judges in those sev- it conform with another section. Burg
,o, vUJ .
The real political fight at present is tiT
lu
salary of assistant attorneys $2,000
foundations of the strongholds of his
form
en
offered
deof
tt,'"u
who
trainan
had
amendment
have
counties,
which he'
government.
""scj
legal
and
not between Republicans and DemoJowi7'
.,u .
Final Action on Bills.
V"'
Ing. Burg also made a splendid argu- - clared was necessary to bring the act of $1500 failed, while the amendment
destroyers but they are the deadly
de Baca to make it $1,00 carried.
but by each party for existence. remting to
districts.
After committee reports senate Bill nient in behalf of the measure, while within the constitution. The amendmalaria, the stinging insect, and the crats,
The Committee on Education recom- - No
The example set by the House of the
tQ Mum monieg
n
becau6J
on
,t
woud
fanged, poisonous reptile. The earth
Llewellyn
oppose(1
was
ment
tep
voted
down.
was
bill
The
THREE METHODIST BISHOPS
Is his slave but it is the slavery of New Mexico legislature, is not isolat- menoea tnat House Bill No 192, re- ritorial and contracts not carried out prepare the way, that in some future passed 38 to 7.
to public school attendance, be WM
SLATED FOR RETIREMENT.
tQ
love, for it buds and blossoms before ed these days, but everywhere party lating
day wou,d deprlye worthy and honegt
pasged
House
No.
Bill
to the author, M. E. Baca,, Senate
151, by the Judiciary
Bi No 5g to regulate and men not lawyers., of the opportunity
him, and its trees clap their hands for lines are breaking down and there is returned
an act to punish acts of
a realignment that will eventually tor correction.
Warren, Moore and Neeley Voted Out
joy of him. When he stretches his
protect power transmission lines, was to serve as probate judges. Burg committee,
two main groups ol parties,
The Committee on Judiciary re- - passed with minor amendments.
After Warm Debate Among
said the law would help to empty sexual perversion, the penalty of $25
scepter abroad cities spring up under produce
to $100 or jail sentence of f not more
its shadow. The sounds of the spindle conservatives, of whom the Stand Pat- ported House Bill No. 202, with recom- House Bill Nos. 105 and 106, the jails, would save the taxpayers
Delegates. six
than
in
ters
each
months or both, 'waB passed (By Special Leased Wire to New
party will be the nucleus,
that it pass.
e
Nichols
the loom and the anvil, and the pon
slave acts, were haps $100,000 a year, and would often
Mexioa.i)
who will gather
to speedy trial of criminal and unanimously, 44 voting.
derous foundry and mill are heard. The and the Liberals,
Corporation Bill Again Delayed.
tabled, the Senate having passed
Minneapolis, Minn., May 15. The
a
the
around
is
This
Bill
for
Progressives.
Senate
Substitute
House
Senate
No.
Bill
hum of industry comes like the noise
Uivil cases. Chrisman defended the
ilar measures on Monday.
152, by the Judiciary Episcopacy committee of the Methohistorical alignment and along natural No. 43, the Corporation Commission
of many waters.
Senate Bill No. 44, the Medical Bill. measure, especially because of the committee, defining embezzlement by dist Episcopal church today advocated
ships
an
comes
is
it
that
alignment
Bill, was taken up under suspension was tabled, House Bill No. 17. on the; great distance of San , Juan county executors and guardians, and provid- the retirement of Bishops H. W. Warfly over the unstable main. Men cast lines;
aside their hides and fig leaves and in every nation when great issues of the rules. Smith again objected same subject, pending in the Senate, points from the district court head-t- ing a penalty of not more than three ren and D. H. Moore. The committee
have been fought out and decided, and
the lump appropriation in the bill.
Senate Bill No. 135, relating to in-- j Quarters and emphasized by concrete years. Rogers moved to amend the refused to recommend in the case of
put on imperial garments; women are
there remain but abstract principals Toombs defended the act, saying that
of villages, reducing the example from San Juan county, the penalty two to twenty years.
arrayed in fabrics fine as gossamer and
The Bishop Thomas B. Neeley, but advocorporation
mere governmental policies to be the salaries of the corporation com- - number of
and many-tinteas the sunset cloud.
inhabitants necessary from necessity of a probate judge being at amendment was adopted.
The bill cated a secret ballot of the entire conoversome
Cetermined.
Unless
great,
missioners were fixed by the constitu- 250 to 150, was passed 18 to 0.
he
least a man able to read and write, was passed, 43 to 0.
ference on the retirement of the three
Penury, pestilence and famine
must
Labor whelming issue, like that which led tion, that the commissioners
Senate Joint Memorial No. 4, asking' Mullens read a letter from Judge
keeps bound in his prison-housHouse
Bills
No.
119,
by Llewelyn, (bishops. Later the general conferafi itemized statement. Smith Congress to nass the narcela nnst hill Cltire of Roswell. in fa vnr nf tho hill
stands in the door of his magazine, to the Civil War, again looms up, it
of the Methodist
Enisconal
No. 72, by Catron, and No. 18, by Burg, ence
main- declared that he had faith and con- - was
a
to
most
will
be
difficult
matter
in
and
tabled by 15 to 3. Evans and and pointing out the urgent necessity were
his stalwart hands he holds
church this afternoon voted to retire
befor
the
time
or
a
coherent
Democratic
passed
tain
Repubbeing
fdence in the honesty and honor of Doepp spoke in favor of the measure, for its passage. Toombs declared the
scales of human life and weighs out
Bishops Henry W. Warren, David H.
seven counties enumerated want the cause they are under consideration Moore and T. B. Neeley. What is exthe supplies of trade and art and arm- lican organization in any state or in the three corporation commissioners
Committee Reports,
New
the
Mexico
Bar
is
for
by
Association.
nation.
better
Whether
the
this
but that he objected to voting money:
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill No. measure and their request ehould be
ies; of school and church and state; or
House Bill No. 164, by Llewellyn, pected by the delegates to be one of
worse, time alone can teach, but for clerk hire when two of the com- - 18, by Pankey
food and raiment, abundance and
He explained that the bill
the keenest debates of the present sesproviding a penalty of granted.
of
there
the
transition
by
period
request, an act relating to district sion of the
during
had
him
told
that
missioners
twice
10
to
99
be law only in those seven counyears in the penitentiary for
luxury. He deals out the progress of are bound to be
general conference of the
and
was
read
trouble,
unrest,
to
attorneys,
preliminary
the commission did not want the kidnapping and defining the crime, ties and can be extended to other
human kind! He is the monarch of
Methodist Episcopal church in session
hard
and
times
It
panic.
,
perhaps,
gives district attorneys here is scheduled for tomorrow when
clerks. Sanchez objected to the ap- was reported out of the committee counties only by specific legislation. passage.
men:"
propnation of a lump sum of $22,000 on judiciary. The bill is drafted on , The House adopted an amendment $4,500 a year in counties of more than the report of the committee on the
Missouri has 228,896 persons of for- and moved the recommitment of the the model of the 1909
Missouri statute by Chrisman, which makes it certain 30,000 inhabitants, one assistant at amusement question has been made a
COMMISSION SHOULD NOT BE
eign birth, of whom more than
bill so that the bill might provide for on the subject.
The committee on that the measure if passed shall be- $1,200 a year, one stenographer" at special order of business.
HANDICAPPED.
125,706, live in St. Louis, and the itemizing of the
appropriation, judiciary reported favorably Senate come law only for the seven counties $1,000 a year and $300 traveling exDuring the constitutional conven- 25,327 in Kansas City. The Germans Mullens seconded tne motion. A mo- - Bill No. 130 to
penses. In districts of less than
regulate the rate of enumerated.
New Mexican Waat ads always
tion, the New Mexican was not as lead in the state with 88,138, the Irish tion by Chavez to table the motion to interest demanded
The House then took a recess to 2
inhabitants, the salary of district brings results
loan sharks.
by
. n mm-- ,
...
m.
much impressed as some others, with follow with 23,289 and the Russians leiuimiiii: - was iiosix uy or
attorneys shall be $3,500 a year, and
iu 10.
i ne nnance committee reported a p m.
io
the necessity, or even the desirability are third with 21.490. Austrians there lens explained that it
is not the substitute for Senate Bill No. 106, the
House Wednesday Afternoon.
traveling expenses of $150 a year. DisDeafness Cannot be Cured
Italians amount Dut tne
13,749,
of New Mexico having a corporation are 16,546, English
is in- - Hinkle county salary measure.
trict
that
The
House
attorneys are to give bond of by local
The
principle
of
resumed
consideration
applications, as they cannot
commission thus early in its career as 12,974, and Hungarians 11,067, all oth- volved, that he opposes the idea of salaries provided are slightly lower probate court bills. Catron moved to $5,000 and assistant district
attorneys, reach the diseased portion of the ear.
a str.te. It had an idea that the legii er nationalities having less than 10,000 giving any official carte blanche to than in the original measure,
so that a stenographic report $2,000 a year.
amend
There is only one way to cure deaflature would possess the wisdom, and each. New Jersey has almost three spend as much as they please. If the The judiciary committee reported a of proceedings in
court need
The bill was drafted by District At- ness, and that is by constitutional reare substitute for Senate Bill No. 82, by not be kept unless probate
the other state officers th? ability, to times as many foreign born residents state corporation commissioners
litigants desire it. torney Ward. M. C. de Baca offered medies. Deafness Is caused by an inwrestle with corporation pn'ilems, ur.. as Missouri, G5S.1SS, of whom 110.655 so thin skinned as to object to a Walton, defining property rights in The amendment was adopted.
an amendment cutting the salary of flamed condition of
Rogin
live
in
77,697
City
the mucous linNewark,
Jersey
til some f.iture tima when the state
specification of their expenses, they dogs, cats and birds,
ers moved to amend so as to give district attorneys in the first to $3,000;
the
PateTson.
in
and
Here
too,
45,398
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
should resign. Toombs again explained
had been made so rich by corporate
was excused to next Mon- - jurors $2.00 instead of $1.50 a
Laughren
day. assistants to $1,000; stenographers to
Germans lead, the total being 122,989
tube is Inflamed you have a rumbenterprise, that It could afford to bait. but the Italians are a close second with that the bill compels the giving of day and was paired with Alldredge. The amendment was adopted. Catron $250; cutting out allowance for trav- this sound or
ling
imperfect hearing, and
itemized vouchers. Tully counseled Page was excused until next Wednes- - offered an amendment which
h;;rosE and punish the fellows who had
There are 93,961 Russians.
places eling expenses, and reducing the sal- when it is entirely closed, Deafness
115,337.
eeonomy and said that there is no day and was paired with Doepp. The
the enterprise and the far-s- i ilitedness 82,515 Irish, 58,059
of
district
in
ary
cost
second
the
attorneys
stenographer's
upon the losing
Austrians, 50,272 danger of any state officer resigning Senate adjourned to
and unless the inflama-tio- n
to rod their capital to build
Thursday 2:30 p. party, in litigation. The amendment class to $2,500 a year.- Llewellyn op- is thecanresult,
English, 46,006 Hungarians, 17,493 for lack of funds to run his office, m
be taken out and this tube
the
and
to
develop
laclori.es, mills,
was adopted. Catron moved to strike posed the amendment.
He bad been restored to its normal
Dutch and 10,544
12,702
Scotch,
The state faces a startling deficit and
condition, hearHouse,
out the qualification clause, which re- district attorney for eight years and
g.Tct natural ros urces of the
Swedes, other nationalities having less each state officer should
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
to
be
A
Baca
willing
Speaker
presided.
in
his
petition
district
the
income
In
each.
than 10,000
other words, the
averaged cases out of ten are caused
quires probate judges before they can
by Ca-- .
However, the constitutional conven.-tio- foreign born population of New Jer- work as hard as any stenographer or was presented from the Raton Retail assume the enlarged Jurisdiction, to be $8,000 a year, while in some other dis-- l
which is nothing but an Intarrh,
tricts
ran
as
as
it
under what is considered to be sey is more than twice as large as the clerk in order to economize and he Grocers' Association protesting vehe-doe- s attorneys-at-law- .
The
high
$12,000.
Rogers apposed the
flamed condition of the mucous surnot care who knows what his mently against the Moreno Pure Food
public pressure, created a commission, .ntire population of New Mexico.
amendment.
He pointed out that to original bill therefore effects a consid faces.
Is on the subject.
bill,
opinion
Rogers
erable
The
in
district
clothed It with ample powers, but left
saving.
only?
place such jurisdiction in the hands of
We will give One Hundred Dollars
New Bills,
against the crippling of
the second class 'would be that comIt to the legislature to define further
School gardens and gardening by protested
arm of the government.
Even
The
bills were introduced: a Judge not learned In the law, would posed of Grant and Luna. De Baca for any case of Deafness (caused by
r.ny
following
for
Its
its duties, to provide
employes, Santa Fe boys and girls will be given
the sum appropriated looked
House Bill No. 205, by John Baron mean many reversals and increased spoke in favor of his amendment and catarrh) that cannot be cured by
and also to arrange for the financial an impetus by the zeal of the Moth-er- though yet, as vouchers
must be flloJ, Burg, an act relative to exemption litigation. Nichols took the same counseled economy in spending the Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirlarge,
Club and the prizes for the best be favored the measure. The motion from
support of the commission, it being
taxation of benevolent
.
and fra-t- view, saying that a sick man sends people's nrtney. He
culars, free.
tacitly understood that (t would be an gardens offered hy Miss True and
for a physician; similarly, a point of
recommit wag carried by 28 to X". ternal orders and lodges.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
bill
the
that
under
salaries,
saying
expensive piece of state furniture, Mrs. McDonald. For years, the New
The House adjourned to 10. a. m.,
House Bill Ncv 206, by Speaker law should be decided by a lawyer. district attorneys would "draw $7,000
Sold by aU druggists. 75c.
though of doubtful utility at first, and Mexican hag urged this movement after a motion to adjourn to 2 p. m. Baca, an act to provide for the num- - Catron defended 'the
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl.
amendment, a year; tbat the private practice ot
too
Is
be
would
a
to
not
record
and
satisfaction
a
it
that $100,000 year
great
ber and salaries of the mounted po- - pointing out that the legislature meets lawyers increases wben he becomes patlon.
money-transmitti-
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BATTLE'S BRUNT
Taft and Roosevelt Scouring
President's Native Heath
For Votes

Your Patronage Solicited
BOTH
.
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President

K. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
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CANDIDATES

UP

Maria of Russia, sistors of King Fred- erick, are prostrated by the shock of
The Dowager Empress
his death.
Maria is at .Marlborough House, the
guest of her sisier.
British Court Mourns.
King George and Queen Mary proceeded to Marlborough Hoise immediately after they were informed of the
dramatic event. For the second time
this year the British court is plunged
into grief and he social season just
commencing will be seriously affected.
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COUNTY SALARY BILL REPORTED.

complete stock in

From

(Continued

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY. Come and see our

Page

One.

Sheriff, $:!,5H.
Deputy sheriffs, a total of not to exceed
County clerk. $1,000.
of
Probate judge, $1100.
Superintendent of schools, $1500.
County surveyor, $10 per day for
tually employed under or- board of county commis
such employment not to exsioners,
Ave.
125 Palace
ceed one hundred and fifty days per
annum, and the compensation hereby
two to one, the followers of Colonel Cxed to be inclusive of expenses.
In Counties of the Second Class.
Hoosevelt, with MedilL Mct'ormick act
ing as adviser, opened headquarters'
County commissioners $(100 each.
last night and commenced a propaTreasurer and
collector,
-ganda against instruction. The result $3,250.
of the California primaries gave cheer
Assessor. $:!,2."0.
to the Roosevelt men. The convenSheriff, $:!,noo.
tion was called to order by Carl A.
Deputy sheriffs, a total not to exBadger, the temporary chairman elect- ceed $1501).
ed by the state central committee.
County clerk, $3,250.
Probate judge, $500.
CONDEMNED MAN SLEEPS
Superintendent, of schools, $1500.
LITTLE IN DEATH HOUSE.
County surveyor, $10 per day for
each day actually employed under orcommis(By Special Teased Wire to New Mexican) ders by the board of county
such employment not to exBoston, Mass., May 15. Clarence T. sioners,
ceed one hundred days per annum,
Richeson, confessed poisoner of Avis
and the compensation hereby fixed to
Linnell, passed his first night in the
lie inclusive of expenses.
death house of the state prison at
In Counties of the Third Class.
Charleston tossing and turning on his
County commissioners. $100 each.
cot. Breakfast from the prison hospiTreasurer and
collector,
tal officials' kitchen was served him, $2,500.
aftereat
could
little.
but he
Shortly
Assessor, $2,500.
ward he was visited by the Rev. RobSheriff, $2,000.
ert S. Johnson, pastor of the Warren
Deputy sheriffs, a total of not to ex
Avenue church, who visited Richeson ceed $1,000.
frequently at the Charles Street jail.
County clerk, $2,500.
inclined
Many persons morbidly
Probate judge, $100.
have applied for permission to inspect
Superintendent of, schools, $1,250.
the death house, evidently hoping to
County surveyor, $10 per day for
get a glimpse of Richeson.
each day actually employed under orLate this afternoon Governor Foss ders by the board of county commishad not received the reports of the sioners, such employment, not to exdays per annum,
alienists appointed to examine Riche- ceed seventy-fivand the compensation hereby fixed to
son as to his sanity.
be inclusive of expenses.
In Counties of the Fourth Class.
GEORGE W. YOUNG COMMITTED
County commissioners. $300 each.
SUICIDE AT SANITARIUM.
collector,
Treasurer and
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Cononel Awoke at 6 o'clock to
Address Students of
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Superintendent of schools, $1,000.
County surveyor, $10 per day for
each day actually employed under orders by the board of county commissioners, such employment, not to exceed fifty days per annum, and the
compensation hereby fixed to be inclusive of expenses.
MORE

LOU'SIANA FERTILE
ACRES ARE DEVASTATED.

Telephone Warnings Sent to Threat,
ened Farmers Who Flee the
Flood's Path.
(By Fpceial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Orleans, La., May 15. Hundreds of persons are fleeing before the
flood in the. country just north of New
Orleans on the opposite side of the
The break that
Mississippi river.
came in the west levee last night is
widening and a great fertile territory
v. ll be added to Louisiana's thousands
o" inundated areas. Thousands of persons are in the path of the flood. The
danger of life is small.
Rich Acres Inundated.

Charles-Jefferso-

Pope Motor Cycle

e

for 98 cts.

SELIGIfl

s

carry the most

THE REAL HARBINGERS.
The jonquil and
The jay
Fstahlishen 1854.
Incorporated 1903
(By Special Insert Wire to New Mexican) Are both on hand
Today.
ZanesviUe, Ohio, May 15. Tired
As harbingers they duly hart),
and hoarse. President Taft began his
third days' campaign in Ohio at Rose-vill- Each in its own peculiar garb.
ten miles from here. The President was up at 6:30 and made his But we refuse
To sing;
speech at Roseville at 7 o'clock to
several hundred, persons. Mr. Taft's We can't enthuse
A stretch of territory adjacent to
On spring
physical condition, Dr. Rhoades, his
the Mississippi river, varying in width
physician said, was practically as good Until the sycamores are green
from ten to thirty miles and unbroken
as when he left Washington last Sun- And one or two straw hats are seen.
with few exceptions from the Arkann
day.
Louisville Courier-Journasas state line, south to the St.
Taft Proud of Trust Prosecution.
parish, approximately 300
Mr. Taft told his Roseville audience
Mrs. J. M. Diaz will not be at home
miles, probably will be inundated bethat he pointed with pride to the rec- tomorrow.
fore this new crevasse is closed. Doyord of trust prosecutions by his adminens of villages along the Texas and
A. S. Lujan, a businessman of las
istration. He then said he was feelPacific railroad will be under water
Vegas, is a guest at the Montezuma.
ing the effects of these prosecutions
before another week passes.
A. Dunn, an attorney of Roswell, is
in his campaign.
a visitor in the city and a guest at the
Dan Hanna is Angry.
New Mexican Want Ads Drin
Palace.
"It is difficult to arouse any enthusresults every time.
L. Bradford Prince left
iasm for your candidate among per- this forenoon for
Espanola in the
he
sons who are being prosecuted,"
IN
valley.
said. "Many of these gentlemen are
I. Appel, a merchant at Las Vegas,
very angry. There's Mr. Dan Hanna, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday after4 Horse Power
of Cleveland, who was indicted for re- noon and is at the Montezuma.
bating. It has made him very angry
PRICE, $165.00
Harold Pierce, attorney, left for
and very active against me, and he
Fe this morning to attend to
With Importedn Magneto.
thinks that I am no patriot and not a Santa business.
A Motor t'y pie without
doubt with trouble
court
Albuquerque Herald.
left at the factory.
good candidate for another term. But
Mrs. A. J. Evans, wife of the state
the unindicted are in the majority and
from Roosevelt county, deif they will stand by me I can afford Senator
for her home in
parted
yesterday
to lose the indicted vote.
Elida.
Some.
Has
Roosevelt
Changed
Take Care of Your Complexion by Carrying a NOBBY SILK
$1,750.
John R. McFie, former judge of the Was
"When I was a candidate four "years
Suffering From Tuberculosis and
We have the kind you will be pleased to carry.
Assessor, $1,750.
PARASOL.
district court, arrived in Albuquerque
a
With
me
in
Ended
commended
Mr.
Roosevelt
Suffering
ago,
Sheriff, $1,750.
Fe.
from
Santa
Albuquerque
today
not
I
could
Pistol
"hot.
language so nattering that
sheriffs, a total of not to exDeputy
Herald.
read what he said without blushing
ceed
$700.
arrived
J. N. Hartley, the attorney,
?
and I can't now. Either he has
County clerk, $1,750.
LIlillT, SILENT AN II RKJ.IABI.K.
George W. Young, dying
changed or I have changed since then, in the city from his home in Clayton,
Probate judge, $300.
PASM BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe.
from consumption, last evening
and I think I have seen evidence that yesterday Afternoon and registered at
at 5 o'clock, while lying in bed
it is he. Certainly he has changed in the Palace.
D. R. Harkey, the cattle man of V at St. Vincent's Hospital, sent
:
:
Phone 36.
respect to the third term."
P. O. Box, 219.
his
Carlsbad, arrived in Santa Fe yester-- !
a bullet crashing through
Reactionary.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. May IT). "I be day afternoon on legal business. He
right temple into the brain and
lieve in works added to faith, and I is at the Palace.
V ended instantaneously his indo not believe in the Progressive who
tense suffering, Young had only
Dr. G. S. Wykoff, the physician at
doesn't do anything is not equal to the Dulce, on the Jicarilla Apache reser-- ,
a short time to live as it was.
reactionary who does do vation, arrived in the city yesterday N His limbs had swollen from
something." This was President Taft's afternoon and is stopping at the Mon-- j
dropsy and he was mere skin
Nothanswer in a speech here today to tezuma.
in
and bones. He came to St. Vinyou
he
Theodore Roosevelt's charge that
a
a
over
Post office Inspectors P. J. Moran
cent's little
year ago
so
had proved himself a reactionary and and William A. Golden left
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WHEAT MARKET SWINGS
HISPANIC SOCIETY HONORS
TO BEAR SIDE.
PRINCE.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Improved Weather Conditions
Held Responsible for the
Low Prices.

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Companyj

Are

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
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with July options
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to 11.15 for
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and
General
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Passenger Agent.
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for ribs.
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Receives Thanks for Presenting
With a Number of Historical
Documents.

It

While in New York recently, for a
few days, Hon. L. B. Prince was one
of the guests at the reception given
by the Society of the Cincinnati to
the French Embassy; and at the annual reunion of the Society of Colonial
Wars. He also established friendly
relations between the American Hispanic Society, which is the representation of Spanish history and art in the
East, and the Historical Society of
New Mexico. The Hispanic Society
has a beautiful building overlooking
the Hudson River, filled with historic
and artistic treasurer, and h is expressed great interest in the somewhat
similar work of the Historical Society
Governor Prince has
here.
just
of
received formal acknowledgment
some documents which he presented
in the following complimentary terms:
"The Hispanic
Society of America
most heartily thanks Hon. L. Bradford
Prince. L. L. D., of New Mexico, who
as chief justice, governor and in many
other official and private relations, and
not least as president of the Historical Society of New Mexico, has so
promoted the welfare of a great territory and state, especially in the field
of interest of the Hispanic Society of
America."

o zzso

Z RHEUMATISM
Rheumatism is one of the oldest of human ailments, and yet the
causes which produce it was a question long in doubt. It was thought
at one time to be a disease of the bones entirely; its origin was also attributed to some specific affection of the nerves, and various other
theories which proved to be wrong, were put forward in an effort to
find a cure for the trouble. Under these conditions the treatment of
Rheumatism was very unsatisfactory and only of a temporary nature.
When it was determined beyond doubt that Rheumatism is a blood
disease, brought about by an excess of uric acid in the circulation, then
its cure became a matter of purifying the blood and thus destroying
its source. Because it is the best of all blood purifiers S. S. S. has
been the most successful of all treatments for Rheumatism.
When this uric acid gets into the circulation it causes a partial
fermentation of the blood, which changes it from a thick, rich stream,
to a thin, acrid fluid, whose nourishing properties are greatly impaired.
Through the circulation the uric acid is carried to every muscle,
joint and nerve of the body, and then the pains and aches of RheumaThe longer the blood is allowed to remain in this
tism commence.
acrid, weakened condition the more severe will the disease become.
Gradually the muscles harden and lose their elasticity, the joints begin
to stiffen, and frequently calculous deposits collect and form knots at

the finger joints.
The pains of Rheumatism may often be temporarily relieved by
the application of hot cloths, liniments, plasters, etc., but as such treatment does not reach the blood, no one should expect permanent
benefit from it.
There is just one way to cure Rheumatism and that is to purify
the blood of the uric acid. S. S. S. does this more quickly and cerS. S. S. eliminates this uric acid
tainly than any other medicine.
It is made
because it is the most penetrating of all blood remedies.
entirely of roots, herbs and barks compounded and scientifically
blended in such manner as to make it a medicine that acts through the
S. S. S.
circulation with good effect on every portion of the system.
cures Rheumatism permanently because it removes the cause on
which the disease thrives. S. S. S. contains no harmful minerals, it is
perfectly safe for every one. Write for our special book on Rheumatism and learn of the great success S. S. S. has had in curing it. Any
No charge for the
medical advice desired will be furnished you.
book or advice. S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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P. m.
you will find it possible to send such
Leave Santa Fe at 8:30 p. m. to
a list at an early day. Kindly indicate
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Palace.
the president and the clerk of each
G. A. Merickel, 1915.
2 eastbound.
board.
F. E. Wood, Albuquerque.
Very truly yours,
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m
A. Taylor, 1915.
ALVAX X. WHITE,
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
A. Dunn, Roswell.
State Superintendent of Public Instrucnect with No. T westbound and No. 1
G. W. Prichard, City.
tion.
i'
eastbound.
h
D. R. Harkey, Carlsbad.
May 14, 1912.
Returnin0 arrive at Santa Fe at
H.
F. Meyers, Denver.
p. m.
C. R. Brice, Carlsbad.
ueave Santa Fe at 8:56 p. m. to con
LIQUIDATION DEPRESSES
J. H. Crowell, Thayer.
nect with No. 8 astbound and No. .
STOCK MARKET TODAY.
M. F. Mitchell, Salt Lake.
westbound.
Montezuma.
Most of Today's Easily Selling CenReturning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
Mike May, Chicago.
Don't assume this is a orazen appeal for your "traJe'
tered Around United States
P. m.
Nellie Brewer, Albuquerque.
Steel.
Passengers fT me Beien cut-of- f
and
the profit there might be in your purchase. We want
A. M. Robins, New York City.
and Pecos Valley points should now
C. E. Dalesberry, Washington, D. C
'Py Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
your trade and its profit but we expect you to give it only
leave at 3:30 p. ai. Instead of 7:20
G. A. Gutches, Dulce.
New York, May 15. Signs of liquias heretoior-- . Connection leaves Al
when we earn it.
G. L. Wykoff, Dulce.
dation by traders and other professiont 7:55 r. ni. Instead of G. A. Atkinson,
uuquerque
Much is said and written about clothes and clothes values
Chicago.
als were clearly evident today in the
2:20 a. m.
A. S. Lujan, Las Vegas.
flattened stock market.
Before midI. Appel, Xab Vegas.
today. On every Hand you are beset with clothing clainw
day Reading, Lehigh Valley, American
D. & ft. a. Ry.
J. X. Hartley. Clayton.
each maker and store cheerfully asserting they are the one and
Can and several others lost all of an
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort
A. A. Fairchild, Trinidad.
Tlse andwere quoted under yes
early
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
there can be tut one genuinely test you know.
only best
G. M. Edmondson, Denver.
terday s lowest prices. Most of toNew 'extco Central Ry.
W. B. Norton, Albuquerque.
It
is but natural for you to wonder just where fact ceases
day's selling centered around United
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
C. G. Ackerman, Albuquerque.
States Steel which constituted the
i east and 1 south and west
and
C. C. Kern, Denver.
fiction
begins. This is why we request you to see this
backbone of the previous day's marArrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Coronado.
ket.
Clothes
The
to
stock
fell
fracwithin
a
Spring
hew
Display. We want you to Judge for yourfrom No. 3 east
Victor Navarro, Lincoln.
tion of the preceding day's low.
self.
We
know
the quality and value of these Goldman-BeckmJuan Estrapado, City.
Bonds were easy. Traders who sold
Commencement
The
Fred Walters, Puerto.
Programs
We believe you
the coalers short in the morning were
garments we invite you to examine.
New Mexican Printing Company have
R. W. Norton, Hyer.
mid-dewill
received the new samples of embossed
them.
their
worth
when
Jerome Delgado and Mrs. Delgado, given a severe twist soon after
sec
appreciate
you
when the prices of Reading and
and engraved commencement program St. Louis.
But te assured that
will not le urged to buy come
mawere
marked
Lehigh
Valley
up
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
you
Dan Ortiz, San Francisco.
terially on reports from the coal fields
up with the latest patterns and deif you only care to Icoh,
E. M. Berardinelli, Santa Rosa.
that the outlook was good for an early
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
Alfredo Gonzales, Lincoln.
of
Readsettlement
labor
the
troubles.
W. F. Real, City.
request to any one interested. Make
climbing, which had fallen to 174
your selections early.
ed to. 177
and Lehigh Valley also
It will not pay you to waste your mounted two
points above its low levAll legal blanks are
prepared ac- tlem writing out your legal form el. Canadian Pacific added 'several
cording to the Statutes of New
when you can get them alread7 print- more points to its recent sensational
new State form, for sale bv the ed at
the New Mexican Printing rise, the price touching 267
New Mexican Printing Company.
Company.
A .further rise In Canadian Pacific
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas, R. Easle)
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and belon
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Sanca Fe, N. M., branch Office Estak
cia, N. M,
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Denver. Colorado

Springs and Pueblo
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'or

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

1

DEPOT

'

New Mexico Military

-

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of th

Southwest"
States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount ol open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the gaTden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37uil
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day. but little rain or snow during tha
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Is all respects.
Ranked

by United

y

if?

?c?.

-

DR.

J.

DIAZ,

5

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vic Pre.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A, FINLEY.
For particulars and illustratad

Evcn

address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

Superintendent

Urge Y

Si

Hotel Arrivals.

SUMMER
EAST
SANTA FE, N. M.,
$50.35

New York,

$76.35

St. Louis,

$44.35

St. Paul,
$50.25

Denver,

Colo. Springs,

$21.10

$18.15

Buffalo.

$69.35
Pueblo,

$16.85

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale
Daily until
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 31. Except
to
t
points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is30days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and litorature call on
or address
any Santa Fe Agent.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

To Come See

Spring ClotK es

ni

Displ

T- O-

cnicago,

Www

This

TOURIST
RATES

D2

We Ask You

SANTA FE, N. M.

'

an

You will never go wrong In
Are You a Seller? An advertiseletting
your Job printing come to the New ment in the classified
columns of tke
Mexican Printing Company. Its faNew Mexican will put your real escilities are unequaled in the State. tate on
the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New the eyes of all
possible buyers.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works for the upbuildSubscribe for the Santa Fe New
ing of our new State.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
New Mexican want aus. always of the time and works for
the upbring results.
building tt our new State.

y

J.

H. GERDES, Cash Store

TPIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1912,
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Silk Mesaline, Value $1.25, for
Wash Silks, Value 35c, for
"
"
"
14

;

!

MMmf.JirJtm:

wmtA

MMnBjtMHiiaMiBM!mg.

AH

...

98c.
20c.
25c.
25c.

.

49c,

Foundation Silks, Value 35c, for

ONE WEEK LONGER
LOOK FOR THE RED TICKETS

!

18

$2.85

Lingerie Dresses, Emb'd and Lace Trimmings, Value $4.59, for .
ite Serge Dresses, Value $13.75, for

1

8.75

4--s

lu

1

1

r

tQ4--t

10 111

--

i

Every thing at and I
I
I No
Below Cost.

SELLING PRICE IS MARKED ON THEM IN
PLAIN FIGURES AND MEANS A SPECIAL
Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.
BARGAIN.

f

9

TO SPECIAL SALE PRICES.

ALL OTHER GOODS IN THE ENTIRE STORE REDUCED

PAGE SEVEN

Charges Made During This Sale.
3fVflMtMU!flL!ilLlU'AaJ

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.;
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to those
She needs no introduction
who attended the Santa Fe county
Teachers' Institute last year, but to
Will be Held June 3 to June 29
those who did not, will say that she
is an able instructor, and a thorough
The High School Building in
This City.
student. Airs. Brumback is considered one of our best condJctors, is
County School Superintendent J. V. very popular with the teachers, has a
Conway has issued a neatiy printed state wide acquaintance, ranks high
program, anent the annual Normal In- in the councils of her profession, and
stitute for Santa Fe County, from is as tireless as she is fearless in the
which the New Mexican culls the fol- discharge of her duty. F"er work will
be of the highest rank, and teachers
lowing.
will find in her a sympathetic friend
and worthy adviser in all school problems.
Born in Missouri 1S73. Graduated
from Waterville High School, Water-ville- ,
OklaKansas 1S95. Attended
homa State Normal. Holds: Several
of ChiMajors from the University
cago; Prof. Life Certificate for N. M.;
Has
Frof.. State Certificate, Okla.
taught for fourteen years, in positions
ranging from that of the Country
School to Principal and Superintendent of Schools. Instructor in Teach
ers' Normal Institutes of Oklahoma
Institutes of New Mexico
as follows:
Instructor in Colfax county 1909;
PROGRAM FOR SANTA FE
COUNTY NORMAL INSTITUTE.

yast year in Lincoln and Dona

Ana
counties.
Value of the Institute.
The Institute this year will be a
school of methods and inspiration.
The true teachers who attend not
in
only secure valuable suggestions
right methods of presenting the va- rious subjects, but they are inspired
to put these directions into actual
practice during the year.
The demand for properly t,.ui,i
UdllieU
teachers is becoming greater every
r
year, and it will be but a short while
till the first question Boards of Directors will ask of applicants
will
be: "What are your qualifications?"
instead of "what salary do you de-

Fraternal Societies

j

,

i

(THE FORUM
The

i

Roosevelt
X.

M

2S

delegates

Greeting,
We again take pleasure in announcing the annual Santa Fe Count
Teachers' Institute, which will convene at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Monday, at nine o'clock a. m., June 3rd.,
1912, and continue in session for the
period of four weeks.
"In the education of the masses lies
the hope of the Nation." Progress
demands that you attend the county
institute. Its purpose is to prepare
teachers for a more thorough and systematic work. Not all teachers can
afford to attend a normal school, but
no county teacher can afford to miss
the county institute. School boards,
patrons and taxpayers insist on the
best their money can buy, and teachers who fail to grasp the opportunities for betterment along the lines of
their chosen work, will find themselves in the rear of the educational
army, labeled "hasbeens" and their
nlace filled by the
wide awake institute goer, the "puller"
for progress. All those who expect to
teach in Santa Fe county this year,
or at any future time, should attend.
"No teacher has e right to be other
than the best possible, and the institute will help you to become such."
Old teachers should attend to keep
pace with the rapid advance of educational progress in our new State, and
to widen acquaintance with the personnel of the profession. Young teachers should attend to get a training for
the practical work of the school room
and to get the newest things in the
newest way, college and such reference books, College and city graduates, and other advanced pupils,
are here offered a splendid opportunity
for review. It will be time and money
well spent, whether you expect to
teach or not.
We certainly appreciate the loyal
support given us in the past years,
and assure you that no pains will be
spared to make the coming session a
most profitable one.
JOHN V. CONWAY.
County Superintendent
Faculty,
Conductor, Mrs. Nora Brumback.
We are quite fortunate in again se-curing Mrs. Nora Brumback, superin-

E. LJNNEK.

a

FOIt RENT
or C room house,
with furniture or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
FOR RENT
bath. f,02 Galisteo St.
Sanitarium.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter N
Regula:
convocation seconi
Monday of each most
at Masonic Hall a.
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
1. R. A. M.
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dele-lowe- d
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house
with,
Apply St.

Vin-cen- t's

SOUTHWESTERN
Realty &
Agency, P. O. Box 73. 210
W. Silver,
N. Mex..
Albuquerque,
W anted 5(1 Mexican
teimsters and laborers at once.
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric lighl, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank
building
Apply to F. M. lones.
ENERGETIC S A . E S M A XGER To
establish headquarters in Santa Fe
and look after the entire business ot
Xew Mexico, exclusive contract issued;
bank reference.
D1AGRAPH
CARBON CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
.

Oiiver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria'.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ano repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and strp
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrlte.-guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E.
'ihange. Phone 231.
s
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NOTICE.

State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
In the Probate Court.
In the matter of the Estate of Juan
Miguel Valencia, deceased, intestate.
Know all Men by These Presents:
That Juan D. Alarid and Manuelita
Valencia, Administrators of the Estate
of Juan Miguel Valencia, deceased, intestate have filed their final report
In the above entitled matter and that
all persons having any objections to
said final report and the settlement
thereof are required to present the
same within the time and in the manner presribed by law and the Pro-

bate Court in and for the County of
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, has
fixed Monday the 1st day of July, A. D.
1912 at, the hour of 9 a. m. for the
hearing of said objections filed to
such final report, if any such there
be. and for the settlement thereof.
The Administrators further give
notice that upon the settlement of
said final report, they will proceed
to close the administration of said
n
estate of said decedent and to
their discharge as such executors
and their discharge as sureties of
such.
In witness whereof. I have hereunto
set my hand and affixed my official
seal this f.th day of May, A. D. 1912.
MARCELINO A. ORTIZ,
Clerk of the Probate Court.
on-tai-

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
Edward L. Miller, deceased.
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe ss.
Office of the Probate Court, Count?
of Santa Fe, N. M.
To all to whom these shall concern,

greeting:
are hereby notified that Saturday, June 8th, A. D. 1912, has been set
by the Honorable Probate Court, in
and for the County and State aforesaid as the day for the probation of
the Testament and Last Will of said
You

Edward L. Miller, deceased,
in witness whereof I hereby set my
hand and caused to be affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 11th day of
May, A. D. 1912.

MARCELINO A. ORTIZ.
Clerk of the Probate Court.

iss-.ed-

Mon-'cur-

Foster-Milbur-

tendent ot the . Santa Rosa Public
Schools, tor our Institute conductor.

M

7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M,

p
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Mrs. Nora Brumback.

Lodgi

F. & A.

Weekly will explain how the
Mr. McKinley's tubulated foolishness;
no other name can fitly describe the gates' in the Taft column from the
sire?"
State of Georgia were obtained under j
Taft 'Table of Delegates.'
call from
Washington.
More is expected of the teacher
The Taft neoiile know that their a hurry-uthan ever before. In these days you Table of Delegates' is a fiction pure Their State Convention was convened
rrm vpti inn
e.(
lmfr.z
.
niv
Ud.-are either progressive or retrogres- and simple. On Friday, May 3rd, they Ul.f
,1WJ
H. T
of that
under
laws
the
held
can
be
bulletin
sive. The Institute will help you to issued their printed
claiming
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
of these 28 illegal
stay at the front, help you to get in 4(59 'Taft Delegates' elected to date, stale. Every one
Santa Fe Commander
aside campaign enthusiasm, delegates from Georgia are now
touch with educational thought.
?"'"'f'"5?i
No- 1' K" T'
All Who Should Attend.
ReKU)a
the cold fact is that this Table of contest.
T
"In Pennsylvania the Taft managers
conclave fourth Mob
1. All county teachers.
Delegates' is made up by the Taft
13 votes in the Taft column, being
.
2.
day in each tionth u
managers with the aid of a lead pen- put
High School Graduates.
and a 7 in excess of the real number of
oil.
fertile
Masonic Hs.ll at 7:S
their
imaginations,
3.
School
and
Private
College
.
sum-niece of paper. Anv one who will take ran delegates irom uiat
p.m.
V;!l,'j,
Students.
S3
"In the Taft column are placed
W. II. KENNEDY, E. C.
4.
Sectarian and Indian School the time to analyze it will instantly
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
realize its glaring misstatements of delegates from New York. Only two
Pupils.
were ineverything akin to fact. For instance, delegates from that state
5.
Eight Grade Graduates.
irom structed for Taft. Despite the fact
20 'Taft Delegates' are claimed
santa
li. All persons desiring to teach.
iidge e
in the Taft column. As a that 21 of the New York delegation
No.
Perfection
14ti
1,
7.
Those desiring a good review in Missouri
will
support
matter of truth that is easily con- have declared that they
degree. Ancient and Ac
the common branches.
v an p v u m i n n t i nn
of the Roosevelt. Mr. McKinley arbitrarily
rmad
f
cepted Scottish RHe o
8
if w
Those who failed in the eighth
to the
f
(iPk,gut(.s elected in Mis-- , adds every Xew York delegate
Free Masonry mee's o;
,.
&iaue luiuuiim eAuimiiauuii.
att
column
Roose-except
j
positive
souri have been instructed for
the third Monday of each monti
Fees.
"In this fictitious 'Table of Taft at
V
velt, 2 for Taft, 4 uninstructed, and
7:30 o'clock In the evening b
Holders of third grade certificates, 2
20
from
adds
Delegates' McKinley
delegates legitimately in contest,
Masonic Hall, south sido of Plaz
or permits, having taught at least
me
'In the 'Taft Table of Delegates, 'i Louisiana, noiwunsiaiKiing
three months in the present scholastic jjCKinley gives the entire South Caro- - that there are 3 contesting delegations Visiting Fcitish Rite Masons ar cor
dlally invited to attend.
that state.
year, shall be exempt from the pay- - jina delegation of 18 to Taft, notwith- S. G. OJtTWRIGHT. 32.
"In Virginia he adds the entire
ment of Institute fee, and will be al- - standing the fact that 12 of the South
Venerable Maste)
fifteen dollars, for perfect four Carolina delegates have already in;gation of 24 to the Taft column, not- HENRY S . STEPHENS, 32
til iwi.m
week's attendance, (22 days exclusive letters, over their own signatures posi- - W lLliOLaiJUJII, U1C IOII
aeeretary.
elected in the first
of examination days.)
tively stated that they would not vote Virginia delegates
The reeular enrollment
fee for fur
hut would vote for Roosevelt. convention have declared their intenB. P. O. E.
others will be the sum of iao dollars in the Xew York Herald this morning tion to support Roosevelt, and
Santa Fa Lodfta Nr.
the
dis-- 1 withstanding the fact that with
Herald's
the
special
upon enrolling.
appears
the
468, B. P. O. E, hold.
con-- . exception of 6 of the 24 delegates
patch from Spartansburg, S. C,
Reading Circle.
Its regular session oj
contest.
now
in
are
one
remainder
another
with
interview
an
First and Second grade Tochers taining
th second and fourt!
These are only samples of the
are expected to read "Reading in the of the South Carolina delegates in
ot eae)
Wednesday
16 of ridiculous 'Claim of Delegates' with
states
that
which
he
positively
"The
and
Public
Tea
her
Schools,"
...
month. Visiting broth
which the Taft managers are daily
win
18
from
State
that
the
delegates
and the School." The third grade
era are lnvitea
minded peoto mislead
teachers are expected to read "Pract- - not vote for Taft but will vote for trying to the true simple
the
of
presstatus
as.
the
entire
ple
still
at
Chicago,
,4aJLI I ical Pedagogy" and "Literary Read Roosevelt
As a matter FRANK T. BLAXDY,
18 are being carried in the Taft table. ent political situation.
Raton, N. M.
ings."
Exalted Ruler.
of fact, of the 470 delegates to the
column
McKinley
Taft
"In
the
Mrs. Leona Logue,
P. M. A. LIEXAtI,
The most of the teachers have alNational Convention, elec20
of
Republican
list
delegates
entire
the
places
ready read these hoiks XV.: expect from Mississippi notwithstanding the ted up to Saturday, May 4th, Colonel
Secretary.
Taft, 137
Instructor in Mora county, 1909, 1910, every teacher in the countv to do this fact that the 4 uncontested delegates- Roosevelt, 291 delegates;
Cummins. 10 delegates; La
work. If you have nol, read these frnm that state have publicly
anSanta Fe Cam;
1911; Instructor in Torrance county t
..
1.
l.
il.rt
J
13514, M. W. A.
their in tention to support Follette, 36 delegates; 112 uninstruc
1910. 1911. 1912: Conductor
of San uuuks, juu uuBiu tu uj su "ciu.c in..- nf,.,,,,
foeets second Tu
1 hose who hold Rooseveit
of the ted delegates, and 154 delegates wnose
and the equities
Minel rnnntv Teachers' Normal In. Institute commences.
in contest.
en- are
day each month, so
seats
wi'l
be
Certificates
Circle
16
other
Heading
delegates
the
of
contests
iQin-iQAt nresent teacher
is
Btit.,t
cial meeting tUr
"THESE ARE THE COLD FACTS
booU rest with the Roosevelt
CCTt
contesting
of English and Spanish in the Raton title,d
f,r e3Ch
at FireTuesday
IN THE CASE."
tu
tins
Dtaix,
iiuucu
Hum
lllal
gcuciuj
icau,
delegation
HiSn School
REPUBLICAN.
man's Hall. Visit
cured in the examination for teachers'
"There are included in the Taft
ing neighbors welcome.
You can obtain thescertificates.
A. G. WHITTIER, C niuL
books from the Department of Educaand CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
to
are
Chicago
Local
equal
prices
F.
lected later.
tion, by applying to Prof. Rupert
St. Louis nearly every day. The marLecture by Mrs. Nora Brumback.
Asplund, Santa Fe, N. M.
contributed
ket
will
be
opened steady today, but outside FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
talks
minute
Ten
Sessions.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
caused a sympathetic deinfluence
yjfSTTv
educators.
The Institute will have by other prominent
Regular:
of 5 to 10 cents at the close,
here
cline
regular
meeting on the flrnt
A welcome address will be delivered
two sessions each day, from 8 a. m. to
warranted by tne
which was
of each month at
Thursday
Fe.
of
m.
Santa
of
the
m.
10
12
m. and from 1:30 P.
i p.
City
iby the Mayor
7,500 head here. Top
NSaiS
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Fireman's
8
d
Extras: Special classes from 7 to
today is $7,821-2- , bulk $7.50 to $7.80. Visiting brothers are invited and wela. in. and from 4 to 5 p. rn.
M... "...
5iriu:uun rtivrtii
Except in 191 u, receipts oi iiugB ai come.
the institute.
the eleven leadinc markets of the
Attendance,
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID CONZALES,
Prof. Rupert P. Asplund, of the country combined are running less
Applicants for third grade certifi- cates, and all those exporting to re-- state Department of Education, will n0w than corresponding time in any
Secretary.
ceive proper credit on the fifteen dol- deliver a lecture.
year since 1906.
fluc-thF. W. FARMER
lar compensation, must be enrolled on
Bring this announcement with you
sheep and lambs did a lot of
H om ester d No
first day of the Institute and to the Institute.
tuating last week, and while 'Sheep
seem pretty well settled, at about one
be in actual attendance th entire ecs- - "We pass for what we are!
2879.
sion. Applicants for first and seconi Sharkers, good times, and chronic dollar below the high time. The run
f
Brotherhood
wooled
Ms 13,000 today, market steady,
Growlers not wanted. Keep out.
American Yeon'
grade certificates are required to atlambs at $9.25 to $9.75, clipped- lambs
tend only the last two we?ks of the
Meets First Pri
up to $8.50, fed wethers worth $7.25,
session. All applicants, however, are CHICAGO RECEIVED TOO
day of the, month
to
muttons
$5.00
Texas
ewes
$7.00,
entitled to attend the full session if
MANY CATTLE LAST WEEK.
at the Fireman's
Texas
$6.15,
$5.50. yearlings from
Hall. H. Fortniou
they so desire.
Kansas City Stock Yards, May 15
97.
S
J4
00
snriilK
tn
Native
irnnta
A. E P. Robinson
Examination?.
Because Chicago got too many cattle lambs are worth $7.50 to $10.00, the
40
Cor. iic. Fred F
All applicants for csrrificates wi'.l last week, and that market broke
wide range due to the numerous de- Alaria.
fol- to 65 cents, the very favorame suppu
and
examined
lambs
this
Saturd.iy
be
in
of
Friday
quality
spring
Igrees
Miss Maud Hancock.
inaHn
the elnse of the Institute. The situation here for sellers was without season.
ODD FELLOWS,
a market strengthener.
as
for- - j result
will
then
County Superintendent
1.
Hails from Illinois.
10 cents,
about
Santa f e JjOQge
steers
gained
Prime
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2. Graduated
MUST BELIEVE IT
from Neoga Illinois ward all papers to the State Depart but middle
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
grades, including she stuff
will
where
of
they
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Education,
High School.
closed 10 to 25 lower.
meets regularly
and report made and yearlings,
Fe People
3.
at 8 o'clock
Prepared for teaching by attend- be carefully graded,
Stockers and feeders gained 10 to 15 When Welt Known Santa
evening
every
Thursday
Tell It so P'ainly.
start of the week, and
ing the National Normal University in due time.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothat
the
cents
Text Books.
When public endorsement Is made ers always welcome.
at Lebanon, Ohio.
held it to the finish. The big break
4.
Teachers are expwed to bring at Chicago had the effect of stopping by a representative citizen of Santa
Afterwards employed as teacher
You must
with them such of iha adopted text the run there, and receipts there are Fe the proof Is positive.
in her home schools.
Santa Fe Camp No.
believe it. Read this testimony. Evs
5.
Obtained a musical education in books and such reference books as only
up to expectations
CC73, R. N. A. nieet
every man.
and nrices are higher. Sales here ery backache sufferer,
the Illinois Wesleyan University at they may have, for their own use in
nrst ruesaay oi eacu
are steady to a shade higher today. A woman or child with any kidney trou9$ month; social meeting
Bloomington, Illinois, from which she the Institute.
ivSi
The new state course of study, out new high figure for tne year was maue ble will find profit in the reading.
third Tuesday at Fire
graduated in both piano and voice.
.
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 106
and today, SS.85, paid for some Hereford
6.
Attended in Chicago the Nation- lining the work, has been
man's Hall. Visitin?
N. Mex., says: "I
al Summer School for teachers of will be furnished free to those enroll' steers weighing 1340 pounds. These Griffin St., Santa Fe,
neighbors welcome.
your work steers cost $5.50 last fall, and were hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
music in the public schools.
ing. Get it now and
NETTIE VICKROY,
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when
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cottonseed
publicof
Pills
today
Kidney
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course.
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visit
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Having
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Doan
cost
back.
which
in
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steers sold today at $8.50,
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der with the New Mexican Printing
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the teachers at work.
$4.65 here last July. Prime steers of. Kidney Pills highly spoken of, I was prices will be quoted upod request.
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School Boards.
Miss Maud Hancock,
to
induced to try them. The results Our
big weight would set a figure close
styles and forms are strictly up
Board of School Directors are par- $9.00.
homestead near Estancia and cast her
steers sold at $8.00 proved beyond a doubt that this rem-t- to date.
Quarantine
Inthe
attend
lot with that of New Mexico.
tial to teachers that
$8.30 today, Texas grass 6teers in.edy lives up to representations. The
e
9. The first year in the Territory stitute regularly. Every member in the last week at $5.50 to $6.15.
it has brought has led me to
-You cannot get up to date printing
she taught school In Belen, under this county should isit the Institute. tana hay fed steers $7.45 to $7.85, praise it on more than one occasion."
material
Mrs. Brumback with whom she is Come and see what we are doing. Colorado sugar mill steers at $7.75 to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 unless you have
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Buffalo, and facilities. The New Mexican
Co.,
This is the best place and time to $8.45, top cows $7.25, stockers $5.25 to cents.
again associated in this institute.
10. Has been three years in the select your teachers.
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$7.00, feeders $6.25 to $7.35.
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the same time expert mechanics.
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SI"00
Famine hog supplies
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Georgia
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JOHN V. CONWAY,
County School'' Superintendent.

No. 1,

D

L

1909-191-

i

from

j.

Montezuma

Ik

notwithstanding the fact that under
Table of Delegates' the laws of Georgia it was Impossible
'The
headquarters to legally hold a convention at the
daily issued by the Taft
.
.,
Txvn" time these 2S delegates were elected
ueu
or three great newspapers that claim as it was impossible to tell until some- CHAS.
.,.. w time in the early part of April who
,
,
"i.iv. n
IU
Nl 111
ill f,,oil.
Lilt; 11T
miliums are also being put in the are the legal voters in that stale. A
ridiculous class by printing as fact perusal of the last number of Collier's
2S 'deleSanta Fe,

1903-190-

ffl

column

Claims.
May 11. 1912

MASON!

,

taa

Nothing Tike having your office up
to date. The Gloue Wernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
but will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing Company.
The New Mexican
rtntlng Com.
pany is always prepared to turn out
your brief and transcript work quickly, and at the right price. Give us

a trial.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forma
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
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The Home of Quality Groceries
WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 15. New
Mexico Tonight fair and not
so cold, frost in north portion,
X
Thursday fair and warmer.
S X X X X X X X X

THE DISCOVERY

OF THE

North Pole

The recollection of QUALITY, remains long after the PRICE has been
forgotten at GOEBELS.
A Key was found today, which
the
owner can have by calling at the
New Mexican.
Our meat market, because so many
All Boxes or tne Santa Fe Electric
arrange for their meets here!
Laundry brought Into the office will
be redeemed at 10c doz.
AlderDied of Ptomaine Poisoning
man W. A. Bryant died or ptomaine
WE WILL BE PLEASED
poisoning at Roswell.
To Arrange With You
For Sale My residence on Palace
Ave. C. A. Bishop.
For The Best Cuts of Meat See the large assortment of Kitchen
utensils at The Ten Cent Store, 249 W.
Either By 'Phone
San Francisco St.
Blood Impurities are quickly remov
Or At Our Counter.
ed and systematic diseases properly
treated by taking Zook's Sarsaparilla
with Iodine.
A Rendezvous For Meat
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
Pathe Weekly; A String of Pearls;
The Biter Bitten. Don't miss them.
Issued A
Marriage Licenses
by County Clerk M. A. Ortiz to
About The Kind They Eat! Juan Montoya and Delfina Sanchez,
both of Galisteo. The couple will be
married at Galisteo.
Only a few days left to get a pair of
those Krippendorf Dittman shoes below cost. Townsend has only a few
low shoes left. Price or cost not considered in this close out sale.
Phone 92.
"The Ladies Aid of St. John's M. E.

WAS

A GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT

ButYou Will Benefit
By

More,' Personally,

Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in! this Direction.

This Is

I

Strawberries,!

Tomatoes,1

Asparagus'

a

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

iGreen Onions,

Radishes,

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,!

Spinach,1

Parsnips,

Carrots.

j

r

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
Phone 4.

F. ANDREWS

mar-ernoo- n

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1912.

M.

church will meet Friday May 17, at
the home of Mrs. Speake. All memwith " nerves "
bers urged to be there at 2:30 p. m. Makes a great difference in most women. They are troubled
they suffer from backache, headache, sleeplessness, a sensation of irritability or
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking twitching, hot flashes, dizzy spells, or many other symptoms of female weakness.
by electricity is cheaper than coaL The local disorder and inflammation should be treated with Dr. Pierce's Lotioa
Tablets and the irregularity and weakness of the female system corrected and
Sparks can prove it. See him.
strengthened with Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. The strain upon the young
Lucinda
Is
Dead
Lucinda Romero
woman or the woman of middle age upon the nerve and blood forming structures-m- ay
Romero,
daughter of Mr.
be too great for her strength. This is the time to take this restorative tonic
nervine and regulator. For over forty years sold by druggists
and Mrs. Alexjandro Romero of Paland strength-givin- g
ace avenue did yesterday at 2 o'clock for woman's peculiar weaknesses and distressing ailments. The one remedy so perfect
m composition and so good in curative enects as to warrant
at the home. Funeral services will be
its makers in printing its every ingredient on its outside
held tomorrow afternoon at the Cathewrapper. The one remedy which absolutely contains neither
dral. Burial in the Rosario cemetery.
alcohol nor injurious or
drugs.
All Should Attend
Following letter selected at random from a large number
There will be a
of
and
ones
similar
cited
illustrate
these remarks :
to
merely
meeting of the Commitee on Arrange"In the winter of 1908, 1 became prrcatly run down and irregular."
ments to confer with the chairman of
writes Mrs. H"nry Scott, of Swan Creek, Mifh., Route 1, Box 49. "I
the other committees
slowly but surely frrew worse, and, at last, resolved to apply to the docappointed by
tors 1'or help. Thedoctorsaid I had inflammation, enlargement and lacerof
the mayor and the president
the
ation. I was in bed eleven weeks and (rot no better. The doctor said I
would have to have an operation, but to that I would not listen. My husChamber of Commerce to discuss the
band purchased two bottlcB of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. When
1 started to take this remedy 1 could not walk across the floor, but after
proposed De Vargas pageant tonight
I had taken three bottles I could feel iryself graining, so I dropped the
at 8 o'clock at the Chamber of Comdoctor and took Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Only for it I think
merce rooms in the Old Palace. It is
would have been deadI really believe it saved my life. 1 feel better
Mas. Scott.
. now than in twenty years."
important that every one attend.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent'
Rooms elegantly furnished and
of dit jumped into the express car and
all modern conveniences, incluu' querque, secretary; T. F. Murphy
A. Rabeyrolle of began work on the large express safe.
Rev.
Raton,
warden;
ing electric light, steam heat and
After applying a charge of nitroglyga
chaplain, and Dr. W. R.
baths, in the First National Bank !'as
of Raton, advocate.
he got down and awaited the
Stretcher
cerin,
to
M.
F.
Jones.
building. Apply
The time to take a good tonic is explosion. It was ineffective, and sucA String of Pearls a drama and a
ct
l
,:
i "re is i
ci.u.,s- - cessively five other charges of the
"i'"6"uie,
good one. See it at the Elks'.
will
Zok'8
SarsaPanlla
bring high explosives were set off before the
Among Preparations of Iron Zook's '"J5- t
ou 11 like.
bandit accomplished his purpose. The
Flixir nf Iron Oninino and Strvnhnine auuul a
sixth charge blew off the safe door
embodies
and
TRAIN BANDITS GET LARGE HAUL and scattered silver coin and packblood invigorating properties.
Fair and Warmer
ages of currency and other valuables
Tomorrow
(Continued from Page One.)
in every direction.
Spring has set in at last and today
was an ideal day. Yesterday the highExcept $300 in silver, everything in
est temperature in the shade was 44 burg railroad at Meridian and about sight was hurriedly placed in a sack
twenty-fivof
reprecash,
packages
degrees, in the sun 72 degrees. The
and the two men backed off into the
minimum was 32 degrees. Quarter of senting the remittances ot Agents of darkness with their revolvers levelled
an inch of precipitation occurred yes- the Southern Express Company at at the train crew. After walking back
terday in the shape of light snow. points along the Vicksburg, Shreveport ward for about 10 yards, the men dashThe average temperature yesterday and Pacific railroad. There were also ed off. It is believed they fled on
was unusually low, in fact 18 degrees two or more sacks of silver, contain- horses which had been left in cha-g- o
of cur- other
inS
$1,000
each,
packages
was
a
below the normal
lieht
There
of a third robber. It is presumed the
frost this morning and some damage rency and 8everal Packages of jewelry, robbers are those who held up a Mobonds.
and
stock
certificates
(Valuable
to earlv fruit.
bile & Ohio train near Corinth in FebClimbed Aboard at Flag Station.
At Half Price This Month, .Choice;
ruary.
Dress Patterns, of finest Swiss Em- When the train was passing the
Recovered $900.
broidery on Japanese Pongee, Chiffon, flae station. Okahola. two masked ban- Italian Linen, Marquisette, and the fa- - ditg cimbed over the tender and with
Hattiesburg, Miss., May 15. When
mous Swiss Batiste, in all colors. In- - drawn revoivers called out to Engi- the train reached here, express employes made an inspection of the risped them today. W. H. Goebel Co.
nwr Maher and his firemen t0 ..obey fled
car. They picked up from the
Do Not Forget that Phone Black 9
orders
floor
of the car about 300 silver dolis the number that will reach Theo- .
r
i
maQB .1.
w,Mn"'
lars and found several silver dollars
dore Corrick at his new location for- No resistance was offered and after had adhered to the sides of the safe.
meriy the Closson barn, and which
will bring to your call the best hack the train had rounded the curve above They also found in the safe about $ i'OO
line and livery service that the city af- - Okahola the engineer was coramanrtel in currency.
fords.
.to stop. I He complied promptly. WHii
Robbers Escaped on Freight.
The Biter Bitten a screaming west- - guns pointed at their heads, the engi-erHattiesburg, May 15. Blood hounds
cotnedv. It's at the Elks' tonight, neer and fireman were marched back after
taking up the trail of the robbers
was
A Splendid Variety of Wash Suits to the baggage car where Maher
succeeded in following it for only a
for the little folks in a great variety ordered to call the express messenger, short distance north of Okahola,
at
of colors and grades at Townsends. D. A. Gray, of Chattanooga, who open-- ; the
junction of the Xew Orleans and
These are not competition goods but ed the (Joor of his car only to look in-- i Northeastern railroad and a small logwill stand our liberal
guarantee, to the muzzle of a pistol. He obeyed ging road. It is believed the robbers
Prices are as low as you will pay for the order to alight.
hoarded a freight train soon after the
good reputable merchandise anywhere,
Coin Scattered Broadcast,
passenger train proceeded.
i
Knights of Columbus Elect Officers,
other trainmen were lined up along
At a meeting of the State Council
,, WIn
in harp
New Mexican want arts always
iha troin
o!' Knights of Columbus at Las Vegas,
of his partner, the commanding ban- - brings results.
O. N. Marron of Albuquerque,
state
deputy, was chosen delegate from New
Mexico to the national convention to
be held in Colorado Springs on August
That come up and bloom every year are
G, 7 and 8 with Dr. W. R. Tipton, past
the ones to have in Santa Fe.
grand knight of the Las Vegas council,
NOW AT THE
SALE
FOR
as alternate. Dr. Tipton was named
as representative of the New Mexico
jurisdiction at unveiling of Columbus
statue in Washington, D. C, on June
Phone Black 12.
S
are
The state officers as
O. N. Marron of Albuquerque, state
Golden Glow, Phlox,
deputy; Dr. W. R. Tipton of Las Vegas
Hardy Blooming Shrubs and many others.
Albutreasurer; Francis E. Wood of
habit-formin- g
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Phone 4.
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SPITZ,
3

st

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YCU?. WATCH
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY
I
AWATC lc.-.- will run without
if longer than
any other pieco of machinery but it needs both occasion-

li

t

you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel trr.vc.3 over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your

watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
H e and
accuracy of your watcb.
eave your watch with us

fcice

w,llvoStnrest

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

ally.

OUR STOCK

FOR

SANTA FE

OF TOOLS

QUALITY

HARDWARE AND

and PRICE

SUPPLY COMPANY

E

j

..

j

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time

j

'

PLANTS

Clarendon Garden

Pieces That Are

Shasta Daisies, Pansies,

Reliable."
Il
mmmmmm--
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PRING SHIRT

auou
i

-

time for Spring Shirts and we are ready for the rush. It
IT'S
as though every man in this vicinity should know
about the goodness of our best shirts, we sell so man of them.
We have the most refined and the handsomest Spring Shirts
that you can imagine. They are beauties !

Regular Coat Style, Stripes and Figures,

r

Madras, Percale, Muslin and

Linenmore patterns than

you'll care to see.

All new"

this season.

Splendid shirtmaking by a maker that knows how to make shirts to perfection.

1
1
$1
$
$
$1.00, .25, .50, .75, $2.00
ft"

We have made

great preparations for the men who always depend upon us for their Spring Outfitting.

.Home of Hart, Schaffner
Mm

to $3.50

&

Marx Clothes.

Respectfully,

NATHAN SALMON

i

